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All programs offered in Montana's Postsecondary Vocational Centers 
are subject to the approval of the Board of Public Education.
Billings Postsecondary Vocational Technical Center
3615 Montana, Billings 59101
Glenn Burgess, Director Phone: 248-7741
Butte Vocational Technical Center
404 South Wyoming Street, Butte 59701
Dr. Joe Sicotte, Director Phone: 792-4256
Great Falls Postsecondary Vocational Technical Center
1100 Fourth Street South, Great Falls 59401
James Carey, Director Phone: • 761-5800
Helena Vocational Technical Center
1115 P.oberts Street, Helena 59601
William Korizek, Director Phone: 442-0060
Missoula Technical Center
909 South Avenue West, Missoula 59801
Thomas E. Downey, Director Phone: 728-2400
This catalog contains information for Missoula Technical Center 
only. For information regarding other Vocational Technical Centers 
call or write directly to that school.







































Summer Quarter Summer Quarter
Registration June 9 Registration June 7
Classes begin June 10 Classes begin June 8
Holiday July 4 Holiday July 5
Classes end Aug. 14 Classes end Aug. 13
Fall Quarter Fall Quarter
Registration Sept.. 2 Registration Aug. 31
Classes begin Sept.. 8 Classes begin Sept.. 6
Holiday Oct. 23-24 Holiday Oct. 21-25
Classes end Nov. 25 Classes end NOV. 23
Winter Quarter Winter Quarter
Registration Dec. 1 Registration Nov. 29
Classes begin Dec. 2 Classes begin Nov. 30
Holiday Dec. 22 Holiday Dec. 20-31
Jan. 2
Classes end Feb. 27 Classes end Feb. 25
Spring Quarter Spring Quarter
Registration Mar. 8 Registration Mar. 7
Classes begin Mar. 9 Classes begin Mar. 8
Holiday April 16-19 Holiday April 8-11
Classes end May 25 Classes end May 24
v
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GOVERNING BOARDS AND ADMINISTRATION
The Board of Public Education, exercising general supervisory 
responsibilities and in most cases acting on the recommendations of 
the Superintendent of Public Instruction, has a number of duties pre­
scribed by law as, the governing board for vocational education.
The Board of Regents is vested with full power, responsibility 
and authority to supervise, coordinate, manage, and control the 
Montana University System and also to supervise and coordinate 
community colleges.
The members of the Board of Public Education and the Board of 
Regents, meeting together form a State Board of Education which has 
responsibility for submitting unified budget requests, for long-range 
planning and for coordination and evaluation of policies and programs 
for the state's educational systems. The Governor serves as president 
and the State Superintendent as secretary to the State Board of 
Education.
The Board of Public Education and the Board of Regents each have 
seven voting members. Membership is limited to four from the same 
congressional district or political party. The term of office for 
appointed members is seven years.
The Governor and Superintendent of Public Instruction serve as 
ex officio, non-voting members on both boards. The Commissioner of 
Higher Education is an ex officio, non-voting member of the Board of 
Public Education. The Superintendent of Public Instruction serves as 
secretary to the Board of Public Education. The Commissioner of Higher 
Education serves as secretary to the Board of Regents.
BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
Governor Thomas L. Judge  ex officio
Superintendent of Public Instruction, 
Dolores Colburg  ex officio
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Commissioner of Higher Education, 
Lawrence K. Pettit  ex
Mrs. Carolyn Frojen, 235 East Beckwith
Missoula 59801  Term expires Feb.
Mr. Fred H. Mielke, Box 831, 1634 Elm Drive
Havre 59501 (Chairman)  Term expires Feb.
Mr. Bruce M. Brown, Box 128, 507 Pleasant Street
Miles City 59301  Term expires Feb.
Mrs. Harriett C..Meloy, 1317 Ninth Avenue
Helena 59601  Term expires Feb.
Mr. Richard C. Bennett, Box 2267
Great Falls 59403  Term expires Feb.
Mr. Earl J. Barlow, P. O. Box 216
Browning 59417  Term expires Feb.
Mrs. Marjorie W. King, Box 177
Winnett 59087 (Vice-Chairwoman)  Term expires Feb.
BOARD OF REGENTS
Governor Thomas L. Judge  ex
Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Dolores Colburg 'ex
Commissioner of Higher Education
Lawrence K. Pettit  ex
Mr. John French, 2601 K.
Ronan 59864  Term expires Feb.
Mr. Lewy Evans, Jr., 1224 Poly Drive
Billings 59102  Term expires Feb.
Mr. T. T. Heberly, 1170 Oak Drive
Havre 59501  Term expires Feb.
Mrs. Mary Pace, 1005 West Durston Road
Bozeman 59715 (Vice-Chairwoman)  Term expires Feb.
Mr. Ted James, 2210 Beech Drive
Great Falls 59401 (Chairman)  Term expires Feb.
Mr. Gary Gallagher, 3220 Old Pond Drive



















The Montana State Plan for vocational education has been developed 
as a guide for public education agencies, institutions, contractual 
agencies and other agencies applying and qualifying to implement and 
conduct vocational education programs for the benefit of all population 
groups representing all levels of education in the state. The State 
Plan conforms to the requirements established by Public Law 90-576, 
90th Congress, the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 and all 
state statutes pertaining thereto. It is from this plan that the 
organization and administration of vocational education is determined.
In accordance to the codes of the Board of Public Education, 
(hereafter referred to as the Board), is the sole agency responsible 
for the governing of vocational education in the State of Montana. 
The Superintendent of Public Instruction is the Executive Officer 
of the Board for the administration of vocational education. The 
Board has the authority to submit the State Plan to the U.S. Office 
of Education and to administer and supervise the programs therein. 
The Board directs the State Treasurer in the disbursement of all state 
and federal monies to be used for vocational education.
Duties and responsibilities concerning vocational education are 
carried out by the Superintendent of Public Instruction as directed 
by the Board. State personnel of the Vocational and Occupational 
Skills component of the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruc­
tion are charged with carrying out the vocational education state 
functions as required and directed by the Board through the Superinten­
dent of Public Instruction.
The trustees of a local high school district administer postsecond­
ary vocational technical center according to the requirements of the 
laws of the State of Montana, the policies of the Board of Public 
Education, and the regulations of the Superintendent of Public Instruc­
tion. If there is a conflict between the laws providing for postsecond­
ary vocational technical centers and any other laws governing the 
operation of schools, the former shall have the controlling authority.
The Board of Trustees consists of seven members,, elected by the 
voters of the district. Each member shall serve a term of three years. 
A chairman and vice-chairman are elected each year by the Trustees 
from the membership of the Board of Trustees.
In the event that any vacancy shall occur by death, resignation, 
or disqualification of any trustees, such vacancy shall be filled 
by the Board of Trustees, appointing a qualified resident of the district 
where the vacancy occurs, and he shall serve until the next election 
which is held on the first Saturday in April. At this time, his succes­
sor shall be elected to fill the remainder of the unexpired term.
The County Attorney acts as the legal counsel for the Board of 
Trustees and will render all ordinary serves as counsel for the Center.
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The present membership of the Board of Trustees is:
MCHS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Dr. Reuben A. Diettert, 57 Marilyn Drive, Missoula 59801
Mr. Arthur 0. Hightower, 627 West Crestline Drive, Missoula 59801
(Vice-Chairman)
Mrs. Rose G. Hart, 856 Woodworth Avenue, Missoula 59801
Col. Gordon H. Simmons, 2415 Glen Drive, Missoula 59801
Mr. Robert B. Michael, Valley Grove, Lolo 59847
Mr. Martin J. Briggeman, Route #4, Marshall Grade, Missoula 59801
Mr. Mervin D. Selle, Star Route, Lolo 59847




HISTORY OF MISSOULA TECHNICAL CENTER
History shows that the Missoula Technical Center started small, 
with big conviction: Montana people deserve a chance at the specialized 
jobs opening up as the region expands. Deserving a chance meant get­
ting proper training, preferably right in the home territory.
The 1966 start of this training had roots in two existing Missoula 
County High School District programs: adult part-time classes and 
a few full-time occupational courses for adults.
The District had established, in 1960, a training program in 
Licensed Practical Nursing, one of the first postsecondary, full-time 
occupational programs in Montana through a high school system. Between 
1960 and 1966, federal funding became available for additional full­
time programs.
Though these and the LPN program were operated by the District, 
in those early years they had little formal identity within the District; 
they did not constitute a school.
In 1966 the MCHS proposal for a state vocational technical school 
in Missoula went to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
MCHS trustees, administrators, teachers, students, and a dedicated 
core of interested businessmen collected facts and developed them 
into the proposal, presenting to the State the need for a full-time 
vocational technical facility in Missoula.
Statistics and statements of advocacy for the proposal came from 
such sources as the State Employment Service, Unemployment Compensation 
Commission, Superintendent of Public Instruction, the University of 
Montana Business and Economic Research staff, Montana State Extension 
Service, Agricultural Education faculty, and the Missoula Mineral 
Human Resources, Inc.
The State accepted the MCHS proposal, and on October 18, 1966, 
authorized a Missoula area vocational technical school as outlined 
in the Vocational Education Act. In 1967 the MCHS Board of Trustees 
approved t^e establishment of the center, and Missoula County voters 
passed a onetime 10 mill levy to raise construction funds, the local 
amount to be matched by state and federal money.
From 1966 to 1969 Missoula Technical Center operated by utilizing 
rented and loaned facilities for classrooms, labs, and shops. The 
main MTC building (Building "A") opened in 1969. In addition to the 
main building a second (Building "B") was remodeled and enlarged. 
One additional building (Building "C"), located on another site was 
constructed in 1971, providing much needed space for expansion.
Missoula Technical Center is one of five state designated post­
secondary vocational technical centers in Montana. MTC is administered 
by the Missoula County High School District Board of Trustees, and 
governed by the Board of Public Education.
Missoula Technical Center enrollment has grown from 108 in 1967­




Vocational technical education is a major factor in the growth, 
welfare, and economy of the national community. It is unique in that 
its frame of reference must be in occupational terms and dimensions. 
It constitutes a significant part in the mainstream of education and 
assumes a responsible role in preparing people for contributory roles 
in society.
Missoula Technical Center has been developed in response to present 
and predicted needs of community, state and nation, which continually 
change. The objectives:
1. Provide pre-employment education
2. Upgrading for the employed
3. Re-educating for employment
4. Community service and involvement
reflect Missoula Technical Center's assumed responsibility in meeting 
those needs.
ACCREDITATION AND APPROVAL
Missoula Technical Center was designated as a State Vocational 
Technical Center by the Montana Legislative Assembly H.B. 481, effective 
July 1, 1969, and the State Board of Education.
The curriculum is approved by the Office of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction and the Board of Public Education. Missoula 
Technical Center’s programs are further approved by the United States 
Office of Education, Veteran's Administration, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, and other agencies and/or associ­
ations for specific programs.
Missoula Technical Center is accredited by the Commission of 






Missoula Technical Center applications are considered on a first- 
come, first-served basis, consequently, it is important to apply early 
as most programs have waiting lists. Individuals who qualify as residents 
of Montana shall be given priority in cases of enrollment limitations.
All applicants will be considered regardless of race, color, 
creed or sex in accordance to the following guidelines.
Regular Applicant. A regular applicant is a Montana resident 
possessing a high school diploma or its equivalent.
Special Applicant. Montana residents 16 years of age or older 
not possessing a high school diploma or its equivalent are considered 
for acceptance as special students.
Non-Resident Applicant. A non-resident applicant is an individual 
not satisfying Montana residency requirements. Regular and special 
applicant guidelines for non-residents are the same as those listed 
for Montana residents.
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS
A resident means: One who has been domiciled in Montana for 
one (1) year immediately preceding registration at any postsecondary 
vocational technical center for any term or session for which resident 
classification is claimed. Attendance as a full-time student at any 
center shall not alone be sufficient to qualify for residence in Montana; 
or any student of a Montana high school whose parents, parent, or 
guardian have resided in Montana at least one (1) full year or the 
two (2) years immediately preceding his attendance at a high school. 
Such classification shall continue for not more than four (4) academic 
years if the student remains in continuous attendance at a center.
APPLICATION
Application forms for admission are available at the Missoula 
Technical Center Admissions Office and all high schools in the state. 
Before being admitted to certain programs a physical examination is 
required. Physical examination results will be requested by the Admis­
sions Office at the time of acceptance. Physical forms are also avail­
able from the Admissions Office.
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Programs are filled on a first-come, first-serve basis. Appli­
cations are considered for acceptance on the basis of the date the 
completed application is received by the Admissions Office. Notifi­
cation of receipt of a completed application will be sent on its arrival.
ACCEPTANCE
Notification of one's acceptance will be sent when application 
requirements have been completed and an opening in the selected train­
ing program exists. Notification of acceptance will include an intent 
to enroll form and when necessary a physical exam form. These forms 
must be completed and returned with the first quarter's fee (non-refund- 
able) by the specified date. If the forms and the fee are not returned 
by the specified date the application will be considered inactive. 
To reactivate the application one must contact the Admissions Office 
and request the application be placed on the waiting list. The date 
this request is made is used for its relative placement on the list, 
which in turn determines when acceptance will be reconsidered.
Programs at Missoula Technical Center have a variety of entry 



















It will be helpful and will accelerate replies if letters and 
inquiries are directed not only to Missoula Technical Center, 909 
South Avenue West, Missoula, MT 59801, (406) 728-2400, but to the 
particular office concerned:
Admissions Office—Requests for catalogs and application 
form, inquiries concerning admission, questions concerning 
the curriculum, educational policy and withdrawal of 
applications. Requests for transcripts, inquiries con­
cerning the enrollment status of a student, tuition and 
other student fees. Inquiries concerning transfer, test­
ing, and change in program.
Financial Aid Office—Inquiries concerning aid, applications 
for grants, loans, and campus and other part-time work. 
Information regarding veteran's benefits and/or other agency 
assistance.
Counseling—Inquiries concerning testing, vocational 
choice, personal counseling, and other counseling services.
Supervisor of Adult and Continuing Education—Information 
concerning evening courses.
Placement Office—Request for information concerning past 
or present students qualified and available for positions.
EXPENSES
FEES
There is a basic $30 per quarter fee charged to those attending 
Missoula Technical Center. The policies regarding fees are listed 
below.
1. Each student pays $30 fees per quarter.
2. Students registering for classes before mid-quarter
pay $30. Students registering after mid-quarter pay $15.
3. These fees are non-refundable.
4. Non-residents are required to pay an additional $150 
per quarter for tution.




Students are required to purchase their own textbooks. The aver­
age cost for books per quarter is approximately $50. Expenses for 
books range between $50 to $70 each quarter depending on the program 
enrolled in. For specific information on book cost for any program 
contact the Admissions Office.
PERSONAL ITEMS
Other items of personal nature may be required when enrolling 
in a program. Such items might include uniforms, tools, safety equipment, 
gloves, shoes, etc. Approximate cost for such items by program may 
be obtained from the Admissions Office.
COUNSELING AND TESTING
Counselors are available to help students with academic and personal 
difficulties, administration and interpretation of personal and vocational 
tests, and life and career planning. A wide variety of interest, 
mental ability, and aptitude tests are available on request from a 
counselor. These tests are designed to assist the student in life 
and career planning. Professional attitudes of Missoula Technical 
Center's counselors permits students to freely discuss their personal 
problems.
FINANCIAL AID
Financial assistance is based on evidence of financial need as 
determined by the ACT Needs Analysis System. Aid will be made available 
to students who cannot reasonably be excepted to meet all of their 
institutional expenses through their own or their parents' resources.
All appropriate application and needs analysis forms can be obtained 
by contacting your high school counselor or by contacting the Financial 
Aid Office at Missoula Technical Center. These forms should be completed 
and submitted early as it generally takes four weeks to have them 
processed.
Missoula Technical Center participates in four federally supported 
student assistance programs:
BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT
The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program is a federal grant 
program designed to provide aid to those students determined to need 
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assistance in meeting their educational costs. These are grants and 
they do not have to be repaid.
COLLEGE WORK-STUDY
The College Work-Study program provides employment opportunities 
to eligible students to assist with meeting their educational costs. 
Students may work up to 15 hours per week, in a public non-profit 
organization, while attending classes on a full-time basis. Preference 
is given to applicants with the greatest financial need.
SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY GRANT
The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program assists 
in making available the benefits of postsecondary education to qualified 
students who would otherwise be unable to obtain these benefits without 
such a grant.
FEDERAL INSURED GUARANTEED LOAN
The Federal Insured Guaranteed Loan program enables the student 
to borrow directly from a bank or other participating lending institutions 
that make loans. These loans are designed to assist students that 
cannot qualify for other college-based financial aid programs.
AGENCY ASSISTANCE
Students sponsored by or wishing to inquire about agency assistance 
are requested to contact the Financial Aid Office. All agencies providing 























The Resource Center is responsible for processing, circulating, 
and maintaining a well-balanced collection of printed materials, audio­
visual equipment, and audio-visual materials. The Resource Center 
reflects the diversity of program offerings of the school and serves 
as a central reference library. It serves students, faculty, and 
district residents with materials as diverse as their needs and as 
diverse as the program offerings at the school. The Resource Center 
has a working relationship with selected libraries for interlibrary 
loans. Instructors and students may request books and materials not 
available in the Missoula Technical Center collection through the 
Resource Center staff.
The Resource Center is a service center designed to assist the 
administration, the staff, and the students of MTC in providing the 
best instructional materials and audio-visual hardware available for 
vocational-technical education. Materials on file include:
Books
Periodicals
Non-print (filmstrips, tapes, transparencies) 
Vertical file (pamphlets, clippings, pictures) 
Course outlines 
School catalogs 
Publishers and producers catalogs for books, audio-visual materials, 
and periodicals
Missoula Technical Center has three buildings to serve with its 
Resource Center. In addition to the building in which the Resource 
Center is located, MTC has a second building just a few feet behind, 
and a third site approximately three miles away. For this reason 
an attempt is being made to establish satellite Resource Centers in 
the other two buildings.
The Resource Center makes its services available to students 
and faculty from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day school is in session.
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
The Developmental Center provides: basic education for students 
who have not yet finished the eighth grade; G.E.D. preparation; 
administration of G.E.D. examinations; assistance to students in 
completing class assignments; remedies for marginal academic deficienciei
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in areas directly related to course completion; special 
with physical and mental handicaps; diagnostic testing, 
administration and follow-up in math and reading.
Developmental Center assistance can be obtained by 
center personnel, a counselor, or any faculty member.




Missoula Technical Center does not have any on-campus living 
facilities, consequently, living arrangements become the responsibility 
of the student. However, the center's Admissions Office does attempt 
to keep a list of available living accommodations as they are made 
known to us within the Missoula area.
FOOD SERVICE
Missoula Technical 
to students; however, a
Center has no facilities for serving meals 
Snack Bar is in operation during lunch hours.
HEALTH SERVICE
There is no formal health service program at the center. Students 
are encouraged to select a Missoula doctor while attending the center 
and have this doctor's name on file with the Admissions Office. It 
is the practice of center personnel to handle emergency situtions 
by administering first aid immediately and then sending the victum 
to the closest hospital emergency room. Students with medical, physical, 
and/or emotional problems are encouraged to inform the Admissions 
Office and/or a counselor of their condition immediately upon arrival.
BOOKSTORE
The bookstore carries an inventory of most required textbooks, 
minor tools, and supplies. Other items as suggested by the instructors 
and students are also available for purchase. Bookstore prices are 
established to meet the expenses of the bookstore and maintain a 
minimum margin for operation. The bookstore is established as a 
service to the institutional community. It is organized as a business 
operation and managed and accounted for as such; and requires the 
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practice of the following established bookstore policies:
1. Books purchased may be returned two weeks after purchase 
for full amount, providing:
a. They are accompanied by a cash register sales 
slip.
b. There can be NO writing in them. This includes 
signing your name in them.
c. The books must be in brand new condition.
2. Books purchased that are wrong for the class for which 
you signed up may be returned for full refund providing 
they meet the conditions of #1, a-c.
3. No books will be accepted for refund after two weeks from 
the date of purchase, unless they are accompanied by a 
drop add slip. 50% of the purchase price will be 
refunded at this time.
4. Books in poor condition (with broken bindings, excessive 
underlining, missing pages, etc.) have no value and will 
not be bought back.
5. Only those books to be used again will be bought back.
6. Temporary charges will not be made.
7. Bookstore hours will posted.
STUDENT RECORDS
The release of student's grades, transcripts, and other data 
requires written authorization by the student. Request by the student 
for transcripts should be directed to the Admissions Office. If the 
student wishes to request information to provide to a potential 
employer, the request should be made to the Placement Office.
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PLACEMENT
A full-time Placement Office is maintained to assist students 
in obtaining part-time employment while attending school, as well 
as full-time employment following graduation.
As the school does not guarantee placement, the success of failure 
of the Placement efforts will be influenced to a great extent by the 
student's attitude as well as his attendance and academic records.
The Placement assistance of the school will include, but not 
be limited to:
1. Assistance with letters of application, resumes, and 
application forms.
2. Preparation and mailing of transcripts and student 
placement folders.
3. Efforts to provide interviews with prospective employers.
4. Contacts with employers to identify job openings.
5. Information concerning employment opportunities with 
local, state and federal agencies.
While the above services are maintained primarily for current 
graduates, the school will also provide similar assistance to alumni 





Attendance generally affects the quality of a student's performance. 
Therefore, prompt and regular attendance is expected of all students.
Specific attendance regulations are established by the student's 
instructor. All students will be advised of the attendance regulations 
within the first few days of classes.
The responsibility for making up work missed because of absence 
is the responsibility of the student. Failure to complete scheduled 
course work may result in failure of the course. Poor attendance 
habits coupled with unsatisfactory performance and progress will result 
in termination from a training program.
GRADING
The grading system includes the following options:
A - Superior performance as it relates to achievement
B - High degree of performance as it relates to achievement
C - Adequate performance as it relates to achievement
D - Barely adequate performance as it relates to achievement




OG - On-going Course
T - Transferred Work
Every student will be graded every quarter they are in attendance 
for every course enrolled in. Grades are posted on a student's transcript 
for each quarter they are in attendance.





Incompletes will remain on the transcript. Students receiving 
an Incomplete must reregister for the course before receiving a grade.
WITHDRAWAL
Withdrawals will be assigned to all courses a student has been 
registered in when an official Withdrawal or Drop from school or course 
is made.
CHALLENGE
A student may wish to challenge a particular course by taking 
and passing an examination, or its equivalent, on the material contained 
in the course. Generally the student must indicate their desire to 
challenge the course during the first two weeks of class to the instructor. 
The instructor and program chairman of the course and programs concerned 
will determine whether the student's experience or other course work 
adequately support the challenge request. If so, the instructor will 
be asked to construct and grade an examination or its equivalent.
ON-GOING COURSES
On-going grades are permitted only in those courses identified 
as on-going. All on-going course grades will remain on the transcript. 
It is suggested only one on-going course grade be used for any one 
course.
In extenuating circumstances two such grades could be issued. A grade 
of "A", "B", f’C", "D", "F", or "I" should be assigned for the second 
or third grade, whatever the case may be. Limited use of this grade 
is encouraged. Instructor judgment relative to student's ability, 
time required and other circumstances are necessary.
TRANSFERRED WORK
Work that has been identified by the student and their advisor 
as possibly substituting for specific courses will be reviewed by 
a committee representing the Assistant Director for Instructional 
Services, Admissions Office and the program. This committee will 
be appointed by the Assistant Director for Instructional Services. 
The student should initiate the transfer request through his or her 
advisor and/or the Admissions Office.
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CHANGING A GRADE
Once assigned, grades may be changed only through use of the 
"Change of Grade" form, available at the Admissions Office.
COURSE WAIVERS
Consideration of course waivers is done on an individual basis. 
A wavier's committee consisting of the Admissions Officer, Assistant 
Director for Instructional Services, and a program representative 
will consider waivers. Students desiring waivers must make such a 
request to the Admissions Office. No grade(s) will be issued for 
courses waivered. Courses waived will be posted on transcript and 
noted (course waived).
ADVANCED PLACEMENT
Where there is a practice of testing for advanced placement, 
students will receive a challenge grade for courses they test out 
of.
TRANSFER/ADVANCED PLACEMENT CONFLICT
Where there is a practice of testing for advanced placement, 
transfer work will not be considered.
GRADE OF D
A grade of "D" is considered a minimal passing grade. Students 
receiving a grade of "D" may be advised by their advisor, instructor, 
or the program chairperson to repeat the course.
REQUIRED COURSES
Passing grades are necessary in all required courses before a 
diploma will be awarded.
CHANGES
Students wishing to change information in their file, curriculums, 
or advisors should obtain a change form from their advisor, who will 
provide further direction. 21
DROP/ADD
Students may add or drop a course during the first three weeks. 
Drop/Add forms are available from the Admissions Office. To drop 
or add a course the form is presented to the instructor of the course 
and the student's advisor for signature. After signatures are obtained 
the form is returned to the Admissions Office.
Drop/Adds are permissible throughout the quarter for the purpose 
of changing sections. Only in cases of extreme need will drops be 
permitted, upon the approval of the Admissions Office, after the three 
week period. Courses can be added after the three week period in 
the usual manner. Students are considered enrolled in classes until 
notice from the Admissions Office is received by the instructor confirming 
the drop.
WITHDRAWAL
Students may discontinue attending. If this occurs, instructors 
notify the Admissions Office as per the attendance policy and a decision 
concerning withdrawal is made. If withdrawal from the institution 
is the decision, an offical Withdrawal will be initiated by the Admissions 
Office.
A grade of incomplete will be recorded for all courses when the 
Admissions Office initiates a withdrawal.
Students may initiate an official Withdrawal. Forms are available 
from the Admissions Office. The students should secure the appropriate 
signatures and return the form to the Admissions Office. A withdrawal 
grade will be recorded for all courses when the student initiates 
a withdrawal. Students are considered enrolled until notice is received 
by the instructor from the Admissions Office confirming the withdrawal.
The third type of withdrawal occurs when a student fails to register 
the following quarter. When this happens an official Withdrawal is 
initiated by the Admissions Office.
CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS
Diplomas are issued to all students completing any program regard­
less of its length. Certificates are issued to all students completing 
a reasonable portion of any program, and withdrawing from that program 
to take employment as a direct result of their participation in the 
program.
PETITION FOR COMPLETION
Students in their last quarter of attendance, completing requirements 
for a program/option, should request from the Admissions Office a 
petition for completion. This petition requires the student to provide 
exit information, inventories the completed requirements and solicits 
student, advisor and Admissions Officer signatures. Students should 
meet with their advisor when filling out the petiton and submit the 
completed petition to the Admissions Office.
If completed petitions are recieved later than two weeks proceeding 
completion, action initiating offical completion will be deferred 
until the following quarter's end.
Students neglecting to submit a petition for completion will 







Stewart, Ray -- Program Chairperson
NATURE OF WORK
The professional pilot is involved in all phases of weather analy­
sis, flight planning, instrument and visual cross-country flying and 
taking off, navigating to destination and landing a variety of aircraft 
types in all weather conditions. He must perform pre-flight and post­
flight inspection, frequently providing preventative and minor aircraft 
maintenance. As a certificated flight and ground instructor, he will 
work with students in the airplane and classroom to prepare students 
for their private, commercial and flight instructor certificates, 
as well as the instrument pilot ratings, basic, instrument and advanced 
ground instructor certificates. Employment is usually with a Fixed 
Base Operator as Flight and Ground Instructor and Charter Pilot. 
He is frequently involved in aircraft and services demonstration and 
sales.
Length of Program: 6 quarters
SYLLABUS




0506 Aviation Math 25
0507 Aviation Fundamentals Seminar 50
0508 Flight Publications and Regulations 25
0511 Navigation 50
0514 Meteorology I 50
0516 Radio Communications Procedures 25
0517 Radio Navigation I 25
0534 Flight Instruction I 12 
25T








0501 Basic Electricity/Electronics 25
0515 Meteorology II 25
0518 Radio Navigation II 100
0521 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers Seminar I 50
0535 Flight Instruction II 38
0546 Airframe/Power Plants I 25
0580 Commercial Pilot Seminar 25
288
PRIVATE PILOT FLIGHT CHECK
COMMERCIAL PILOT EXAM (FAA)
THIRD QUARTER
0519 Radio Navigation III 100
0540 Fundamentals of Instructing Seminar
FUNDAMENTALS OF INSTRUCTING EXAM (FAA)
25
0520 Advanced Ground Instructor Seminar 50
0523 Aviation Physiology 25
0524 Instrument Pilot/Instrument Ground
Instructor Seminar
INSTRUMENT PILOT AND INSTRUMENT GROUND
INSTRUCTOR EXAMS (FAA)
50
0536 Flight Instruction III 50
300
FOURTH QUARTER
0522 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers Seminar II 50
0541 Flight Instruction Seminar 100









0537 Flight Instruction IV 40
0545 Search, Rescue and Survival Seminar 50
3005 Technical Communications 50
290
FIFTH QUARTER
0538 Flight Instruction V 300547 Airframe/Powerplants II 500551 Aviation Marketing Seminar 500555 Airport Development and Management
Seminar I 50
0560 Aviation Law Seminar 25
0570 Mountain Flying Seminar 250597 First Aid 8
3015 Human Relations 50
288
SIXTH QUARTER
0539 Flight Instruction VI 30
0556 Airport Development and Management
Seminar II 50
0575 Aerial Photo Seminar 50
0586 Complex/Multi-Engine Aircraft Seminar 50
0587 Fixed Base Operation Seminar 50
0589 Aerial Application Seminar 50
3020 Consumer Econimics 20
300"
COMMERCIAL PILOT FLIGHT CHECK 
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR FLIGHT CHECK 










Keypunch personnel operate keypunch and/or data recording machines 
transcribing alphabetic and numeric data from source material onto 
punched cards and other input media. In addition the data is checked 
for accuracy through the use of verifying machines.






1015 Typing I 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1075 Office Procedures 50
1505 Principles of Data Processing 50




1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
1511 Keypunch II 50





The Computer Operator concerns himself with the operation of 
an electronic data processing computer, including reviewing program 
instructions, determining procedures for specific runs, reading equipment 
for operation, and manipulating and monitoring controls during operation. 
When computer trouble develops he halts the computer operation and 
seeks the source of the trouble. Also, the Computer Operator prepares 
and operates various unit record machines, such as keypunch, verifier, 
and sorter.
250
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
1502 Data Processing Math 50
1505 Principles of Data Processing 50
1522 BASIC 50
SECOND QUARTER
1033 Accounting II 50
1510 Keypunch I 50
1540 Computer Operations I 50
3015 Human Relations 50




1595 Data Processing Job Awareness Seminar 20
5003 Principles of Business 50
1010 Office Machines 50
1541 Computer Operations I 50




Programmers convert common business problems and processes into 
logical flow charts which are in turn used to code the solution in 
a specific computer language for use on automatic data processing 
equipment.
Length of Option: 6 Quarters
SYLLABUS.
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
1032 Accounting I 50
1502 Data Processing Math 50
1505 Principles of Data Processing 50




1033 Accounting II 50
1516 Computer Programming Fundamentals 30
1518 Introduction to Programming 100
1540 Computer Operations I 50









Computer Operations II 50









1524 Advanced COBOL 150
1526 Advanced Computer Techniques 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
or Elective—Advisor Approved VAR
3020 Consumer Economics 20











1526 Advanced RPG II 100
1592 Practicum II VAR
1595 Data Processing Job Awareness Seminar 20
3005 Technical Communications 50





Tiensvold, Lyle — Program Chairperson
NATURE OF WORK
Welders use both gas welding and any combination of arc welding 
processes to weld metal parts together, according to diagrams, blueprints, 
or other written specifications.
Length of Program: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS




3020 Consumer Economics 20
6501 Welding Math 50
6505 Welding Metallurgy I 250
320
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
6506 Welding Metallurgy II 200
6510 Blueprint Reading 100
6597 First Aid 8
358
THIRD QUARTER












Individuals working in Fashion and Apparel will be engaged in 
a wide variety of selling, displaying, and merchandising of clothing 
and accessory items in department stores, speciality shops, and boutiques. 
Experience in sales and display permits individuals to advance into 
positions of fashion coordinator, buyer, and merchandise manager.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS




3010 Oral Communications 50
5030 Merchandising Math 50
5039 Cash Register Operation 10
5045 Retail Advertising 50
5082 Introduction to Fashion Market 50







5046 Retail Sales Promotion










APPAREL AND FASHION SYLLABUS 
(Continued)




1010 Office Machines 50
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
5012 Principles of Accounting I 50
5019 Retail Merchandise Management 50




Individuals in the Hotel and Lodging area are employed as Front 
Office Clerks to greet guests, rent rooms, handle mail and do other 
work related to assigning rooms. In small hotels and motels they 
may also do some bookkeeping and act as cashier. As an individual 
becomes experienced he can advance by further study or training provided 
by assistant managers or managers. The individual may advance to 
front office manager or assistant manager.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
5101 Front Office Procedure 50
5109 Food and Beverage Management and
Services 50
5112 Principles of Accounting I 50
5113 Motel-Motor Hotel Management 50
5120 Supervisory Development 50
250
33
HOTEL AND LODGING SYLLABUS
(Continued)




1010 Office Machines 50
5102 Hotel-Motel Managerial Accounting I 50
5104 Human Relations 50




3020 Consumer Economics 20
5103 Hotel-Motel Managerial Accounting II 50
5107 Hotel-Motel Law 50
5111 Supervisory Housekeeping 50
5112 Maintenance and Engineering 50




Planned learning experiences which are designed for the systematic 
study of the management function and management decisions in relation 
to marketing policies, organization, personnel, and financing.




MARKETING MANAGEMENT SYLLABUS 
(Continued)




1010 Office Machines 50
3001 Written Communications 50
5003 Principles of Business 50
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5045 Retail Advertising 50
250
SECOND QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
5010 Visual Merchandising 20
5012 Principles of Accounting I 50
5030 Merchandising Math 50
5046 Retail Sales Promotion 20
240
THIRD QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
5013 Principles of Accounting II 50
5018 Retail Store Management 50
5019 Retail Merchandise Management 50
5039 Cash Register Operation 10
5097 First Aid 8
238
FOURTH QUARTER
5006 Advanced Salesmanship 50
5020 Principles of Management 50
5025 Principles of Marketing 50
5036 Business Psychology 50
200
35


















1505 Principles of Data Processing 50
5027 Marketing Management 50
5031 Principles of Microeconomics 50
5044 Mini Review 50
200
ELECTIVES
5014 Principles of Accounting III 50
5016 Accounting for Management Control 50
5035 Business Law 30




Retail sales personnel will be involved with in-store selling 
duties which include the selling and recording of each sale. The 
employee may also be responsible for ordering, pricing, stocking, 
and displaying merchandise in retail stores of all types from small 
to large chain operations.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
See next page. 36
RETAILING 
(Continued)




1010 Office Machines 50
3001 Written Communications 50
5003 Principles of Business 50
5005 Retail Salesmanship 50
5045 Retail Advertising 50
250
SECOND QUARTER
1015 Typing I 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
5010 Visual Merchandising 20
5012 Principles of Accounting I 50
5030 Merchandising Math 50
5046 Retail Sales Promotion 20
240
THIRD QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
5013 Principles of Accounting II 50
5018 Retail Store Management 50
5019 Retail Merchandise Management 50
5039 Cash Register Operation 10






MacPherson, Thea — Program Chairperson
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT
NATURE OF WORK
The Instructional Assistant is primarily an aide to the teacher 
and the child, with a variety of duties including preparing bulletin 
boards, tutoring, operating a-v equipment, correcting tests, first 
aid, typing, filing, and helping prepare materials for art projects 
and other activities.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS




1014 Keyboard Typing (if needed) 25
1015 Typing I 503015 Human Relations 509001 General Classroom Instruction I 100
9005 Library Instruction I 509010 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional 
Materials Development 100
9015 Office Skills & Practice I 50
425
SECOND QUARTER
3020 Consumer Economics 209002 General Classroom Instruction II 209012 Introduction to Artwork 50
9014 Children's Literature 30
9018 Introduction to Special Education 509091 Practicum I VAR
9097 First Aid 8
17838
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT SYLLABUS 
(Continued)
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
THIRD QUARTER
9013 Principles of Artwork 80




Library Assistant duties might include shelving materials, reference 
work, typing, operating a-v equipment, preparing bulletin boards, 
mending books, story telling, ordering materials, and filing.














Keyboard Typing (if needed) 25
Typing I 50
Human .Relations 50
General Classroom Instruction I 100
Library Instruction I 50
Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional
Materials Development 100
Office Skills and Practices I 50
425
39
LIBRARY ASSISTANT SYLLABUS 
(Continued)




1016 Typing II 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
9002 General Classroom Instruction II 20
9012 Introduction to Artwork 50
9014 Children's Literature 30
9091 Practicum I VAR
9097 First Aid 8
178
THIRD QUARTER
9006 Library Instruction II 50
9013 Principles of Artwork 80




Responsibilities of a School Clerk-Secretary may include typing, 
filing, recordkeeping, operating a-v equipment, preparing bulletin 
baords, first aid, ordering materials, and general office maintenance.











1014 Keyboard Typing (if needed) 25
1015 Typing I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
9001 General Classroom Instruction I 100
9005 Library Instruction I 50
9010 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional
Materials Development 100
9015 Office Skills and Practices I 50
425
SECOND QUARTER
1001 Business Math 50
1016 Typing II 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
3001 Written Communications 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
9002 General Classroom Instruction II 20
9012 Introduction to Artwork 50
9016 Office Skills and Practice II 20
9097 First Aid 8
290
THIRD QUARTER
1040 Shorthand I 50









Employment is generally related to the maintenance and repair 
of a variety of industrial machinery driven by electric motors, or 
which are electrically controlled.
Length of Option: 4 Quarters
SYLLABUS
































Most employment involves experiences concerned with the assembly 
installation, operation, maintenance, and repair of communications 
equipment and systems of all types associated with industry, i.e., 
industrial sound systems, closed circuit television, telemetry, data 
transmission, and remote control.
Length of Option: 6 Quarters
SYLLABUS




2001 Direct Current Theory 150
2010 Math I 50
2011 Math II 50
2020 Physics I 50
300
SECOND QUARTER
2002 Alternating Current Theory 150
2012 Math III 100
2021 Physics II 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
320
THIRD QUARTER








INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS SYLLABUS 
(Continued)




2005 Semiconductor Circuits 150
2027 Computer Fundamentals 150
3005 Technical Communications 50
350
FIFTH QUARTER
2004 Direct and Alternating Current
Machines 50
2041 Industrial Communications I 200
3015 Human Relations 50
300
SIXTH QUARTER
2042 Industrial Communications II






Industrial electronics technicians use and service testing equipment 
and troubleshooting circuits; repair photoelectric controls, timers, 
selector switches, counters, recorders, and transducers, solid-state 
devices and components, magnetic amplifiers, motors, motor controls, 
electronic heating, saturable reactors, servomechanisms, pulse circuts, 
and computers.











2001 Direct. Current Theory 150
2010 Math I 50
2011 Math II 50
2020 Physics I 50
300
SECOND QUARTER
2002 Alternating Current Theory 150
2012 Math III 100
2021 Physics II 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
320
THIRD QUARTER
2003 Tube and Semiconductor Theory 150
2022 Mechanisms 150
3010 Oral Communications 50
350
FOURTH QUARTER
2005 Semiconductor Circuits 150
2027 Computer Fundamentals 150
3005 Technical Communications 50
350
FIFTH QUARTER
2004 Direct and Alternating Current
Machines 50
2025 Industrial Electronics I 200
3015 Human Relations 50
300
45
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS SYLLABUS 
(Continued)
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
SIXTH QUARTER
2026 Industrial Electronics II 200






Food Service involves preparation and cooking of a variety of 
foods including the use and care of equipment; food standards such 
as selection and preparation of food and the determination of the 
size of servings; sanitation procedures; and cooking methods in restau­
rants, private and public schools, hotels, hospitals, railroad dining 




Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
5301 Culinary Theory I 50
5305 Safety and Sanitation 50
5307 Food Control I 50
5311 Production Kitchen I 50
5315 Food Processing I 50
5319 Bakeshop Production 50
300
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
5302 Culinary Theory II 50
5308 Food Controll II 50
5312 Production Kitchen II 50
5316 Food Processing II 50
5321 Nutrition 50






Course Number Course Title Hours
THIRD QUARTER
5303 Culinary Theory III 50
5309 Food Control III 50
5313 Production Kitchen III 50
5317 Food Processing III 50
5324 Kitchen Skills Development 50







MacDonald, William — Program Chairperson
Pagel, Ronald
NATURE OF WORK
The Forestry Technician works with and supplements the professional 
forester. Duties performed may include log scaling, timber scaling, 
timber inventory, timber sale layout, marking and administration, 
road location and layout, silvicultural practices such as thinning, 
seeding and planting, fire prevention and fire control, insect and 
disease control, recreation management, and range and wildlife surveys. 
The technician usually begins his career as a member of a working 
crew in some of these activities. As his compentence increases, the 
opportunities and responsibilities broaden rapidly.
Length of Option: 6 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
2501 Orientation to Forestry 10
2505 Elementary Sruveying 80
2520 Botany 60
2521 Dendrology 80
2530 Forest Measurements I 80
2581 Forestry Mathematics 50









2510 Technical Drawing 40
2522 Forest Ecology and Silvios 50
2535 Forest Products 50
2540 Soils 45
2582 Statistical Sampling 50
2597 First Aid 8
3005 Technical Communications 50
293
THIRD QUARTER
2506 Advanced Surveying 80
2523 Applied Silviculture 60
2531 Forest Measurements II 70
2545 Fire Protection 50
2550 Forestry Tools 50
310
FOURTH QUARTER
2515 Road Locations 80
2560 Introduction to Marketing and Economics 20
2565 Timber Harvesting 80
2570 Recreation Planning and Improvements 60
2524 Habitat Types 30










2555 Photo Interpretations 40
2561 Forest Economics 45
2571 Forest Policy and Laws 35
2574 Watershed Management 70
2575 Supervision and Foremanship 20
*2533 Forest Measurements IV 40
3010 Oral Communications 50
300
SIXTH QUARTER
2516 Road Design and Staking 50
2525 Insect and Disease Control 80
2532 Forest Measurements III 60
*2534 Forest Measurements V 50
2572 Range and Wildlife Management 80











Toomey, Robert — Program Chairperson 
Wold, Mimi
NATURE OF COURSES
Courses of a common nature to all or many of the occupational 
programs conducted at Missoula Technical Center are offered through 
the General Program. These courses are listed as requirements in 
the occupational program syllabuses.
COURSE LISTING
Course Number Course Title
Contact
Hours
3001 Written Communications 50
3005 Technical Communications 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
3030 Basic Comminucations 50








Schultze, Lois — Program Chairperson
NATURE OF WORK
NURSING ASSISTANT
The Nursing Assistant assists in the care of hospital patients, 
under the direction of nursing and medical staff. Duties could include 
answering signal lights and bells to determine patient's needs; bathing, 
dressing, and undressing patients; serving and collecting food trays; 
helping to feed some of the patients, transporting patients to treatment 
units using wheelchairs or similar devices, or assisting them to walk. 
In addition the nursing assistant might dust and clean patients rooms; 
change bed linens; take and record temperature, pulse, and respiration, 
food and liquid intake and output as directed. They might also apply 
compresses and hot water bottles; clean, sterlize, store, prepare, 
and issue dressing packs, treatment trays, and other supplies.

















Body Structure and Function and Conditions 
of Illness I 30
Body Structure and Function and Conditions




Medical Terminology I 20













Psychiatric Aides assist mentally ill patients, working under 
the direction of nursing and medical staff. They assist patients 
in bathing, dressing, and grooming. Psychiatric Aides accompany patients 
to and from wards for examination and treatment, and administer prescribed 
medication, encouraging them to participate in social and recreational 
activities to promote rehabilitation. They assist patients in becoming 
accustomed to hospital routine, help in detecting unusual behavior 
and escort patients off grounds when necessary.
Length of Option: 2 Quarters
SYLLABUS
(Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3020 Consumer Economics 20
5501 Body Structure and Function and Conditions
of Disease I 30
5502 Body Structure and Function and Conditions
of Disease II 50
5505 Basic Science 20
5510 Vocational Relationships 30
5515 Nutrition 30
5520 Nutrition 30
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 130












The Practical Nurse cares for ill, injured, convalescent and 
handicapped persons in hospitals, clinics, private homes, sanitariums, 
and similar institutions. Practical Nurses take and record temperatures 
blood pressures, pulse and respiration rates; dress wounds; observe 
patients and report adverse reactions; administer specified medication; 
assemble and use a variety of equipment; perform routine laboratory 
work; sterilize equipment and supplies; record food and fluid intake 
and output; assist patients in walking, dressing, and bathing; clean 
rooms and make beds.
338
Length of Option: 4 Quarters
SYLLABUS
(Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3020 Consumer Economics 20
5501 Body Structure and Function and Conditions
of Illness I 30
5502 Body Structure and Function and Conditions
of Illness II 50
5505 Basic Science 20
5510 Vocational Relationships 30
5515 Nutrition 30
5520 Medical Terminology I 20
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 130


















Body Structure and Function and Conditions 
of Illness III 150
Medical Terminology II 30
Nursing Needs of People in Illness II 50
Drugs and Their Administration 50
Care of Mother and Newborn 20










Simms, Arlyn — Program Chairperson
NATURE OF WORK
Heavy Equipment operators, operate the following equipment: 
scrapers, bulldozers, loaders, backhoes, rollers, cranes, and patrols. 
They work on asphalt equipment, asphalt and cement, batch plant crushers 
and other heavy equipment commonly used in the construction industry. 
In addition, preventive maintenance, minor repair of equipment, road 
profiles, grade stake setting and grading and compaction practices 
are performed.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3020 Consumer Economics 20
3610 Introduction to Lubricants 50
3615 Introduction to Heavy Duty Service 50
3701 Grade Stakes I 50
3705 Safety for Operators 20
3725 Grade Equipment 130
3797 First Aid 8
328
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3645 Internal Combustion Engines for Operators 30
3702 Grade Stakes II 70
3720 Trade Math 50
3730 Heavy Equipment Uses 50
3785 Welding, Cutting, and Burning 100
350
57
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION SYLLABUS 
(Continued)
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
THIRD QUARTER
3616 Heavy Duty Service 50
3703 Grade Stakes III 70
3735 Compaction and Compaction Equipment 50









Heavy Equipment Mechanics repair power driven machines such as 
bulldozers, scrapers, loaders, backhoes, patrols, cranes, tractors, 
and equipment commonly used in the construction industry. Mechanics 
work with basic repairs of clutches, cooling systems, transmissions, 
fuel injection systems, drive lines, and electrical circuits.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3020 Consumer Economics 20
3610 Introduction to Lubricants 50
3650 Use of Hand Tools 50
3655 Safety for Mechanics 20
3660 Diesel Mechanics Service I 130
3697 First Aid 8
3701 Grade Stakes I 50
328
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3620 Trade Math 50
3675 Lubricants and Fuels 50
3680 Internal Combustion Engines for Mechanics 100
3685 Welding, Cutting, and Burning 100
350
59
HEAVY EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SYLLABUS 
(Continued)




3661 Diesel Mechanics Service II 150
3735 Compaction and Compaction Equipment 50
3765 Introduction to Operation 50





Haberlock, Lyle — Program Chairperson
Lizotte, James
NATURE OF WORK
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Service performed by the truck mechanic ranges from simple troubles­
hooting to complex engine overhaul. Involvement may include work 
on the power plant, drive train, electrical system, front end and 
steering component, fuel system, hydraulic system, braking system, 
cooling system, and suspension system.
ContactCourse Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3802 Use of Hand Tools 10
3805 Trade Math 50
3809 Internal Combustion Engines 1003830 Troubleshooting and Tune-Up I 70
3835 Major Overhaul I 703897 First Aid 8
308
SECOND QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
3820 Welding 100
3825 Drive Train Principles, Maintenance and
Repair 50
3831 Troubleshooting and Tune-Up II 50
3836 Major Overhaul II 50
320
61
GENERAL SECRETARY SYLLABUS 
(Continued)
64





1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1041 Stenography I 50
3015 Human Relations 50
260
THIRD QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1020 Machine Transcription 50
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
1042 Stenography II 50
1075 Office Procedures 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
250
FOURTH QUARTER
1019 Automatic Typing 30
1021 Progressive Transcription 30
1043 Stenography III 50
1505 Principles of Data Processing 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
5025 Principles of Marketing 50
260
FIFTH QUARTER
1018 Progressive Typing 20
1044 Stenography IV 50
1065 Office Management 30
1076 Model Office OR
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100




The Legal Secretary reads, sorts, and routes mail; takes and 
transcribes dictation including legal papers and pleadings; composes 
letters and prepares documents from dictated instrutions using form 
files; has knowledge of law office record keeping, supplies management, 
administrative and business detail; knows court rules, service, venue 
and civil procedure format, and can maintain the law library; may 
also supervise clerical workers; do payroll; and serve papers.
Length of Option: 6 Quarters
SYLLABUS




1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 30
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1040 Shorthand 50
3001 Written Communications 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
285
SECOND QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1041 Stenography I 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
4001 Legal Office Procedures 50
250
65
LEGAL SECRETARY SYLLABUS 
(Continued)




1017 Typing III 50
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
1042 Stenography II 50
4002 Probate and Domestic Relations 50
4020 Legal Transcription I 50
230
FOURTH QUARTER
1019 Automatic Typing 30
1043 Stenography III 50
1075 Office Procedures 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
4021 Legal Transcription II 100
280
FIFTH QUARTER
1065 Office Management 30
3015 Human Relations 50
4003 Corporate, Federal and Appeal Procedure 50
4022 Legal Transcription II 100
230
SIXTH QUARTER
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
1018 Progressive Typing 20
4030 Legal Office Production 100





Transcribes prerecorded dictation including medical histories, 
consultation, operative reports, other medical reports and physicians' 
correspondence either in a hospital medical records department or 
a medical office. The medical secretary-transcriptionist may also 
perform as a medical, dental or hospital receptionist, maintain appoint­
ment schedules, do telephoning, receive patients, complete and file 
patient records, process insurance forms, do billing collections, 
payroll, and do miscellaneous medical office duties. This employee 
can also assist the physician with routine measurement and recording 
of height, weight, temperature, respiration, pulse and blood pressure; 
has knowledge of inventory and ordering of supplies, office procedure 
techniques and medicolegal responsibilities. May read, sort and route 
mail and supervise other clerical workers.
Length of Option: 6 Quarters
SYLLABUS




1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 30
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
3001 Written Communications 50
4501 Medical Terminology I 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
285
SECOND QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1097 First Aid 8
4525 Medical Office Procedures 100
238
67
MEDICAL SECRETARY TRANSCRIPTIONIST SYLLABUS 
(Continued)
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
THIRD QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
3010 Oral Communications 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
4502 Medical Terminology II 50
4505 Anatomy and Physiology I 50
250
FOURTH QUARTER
1019 Automatic Typing 30
1075 Office Procedures 50
4503 Medical Terminology III 50
4506 Anatomy and Physiology II 50
4520 Medical Transcription I 100
280
FIFTH QUARTER
1065 Office Management 30
3015 Human Relations 50
4504 Medical Terminology IV 50
4521 Medical Transcription II 100
230
SIXTH QUARTER
1018 Progressive Typing 20
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
4522 Medical Transcription III 100





The Stenographer takes shorthand dictation and transcribes correspon­
dence and reports from shorthand notes or machine transcribers. In 
addition, the individual may assume varied general office duties.
Length of Option: 4 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 30
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
1040 Shorthand 50









1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1041 Stenography I 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
260
THIRD QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
1042 Stenography II 50
1075 Office Procedures 50
3015 Human Relations 50










1018 Progressive Typing 20
1019 Automatic Typing 30
1020 Machine Transcription 50
1043 Stenography III 50
1076 Model Office OR




The Legal Typist transcribes mechanically prerecorded dictation 
and types legal documents and pleadings; performs fundamental legal 
procedures following dictated instructions and form files; and can 
assume reception, filing, and routine law office duties under supervision.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 30
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
3001 Written Communications 50
4001 Legal Office Procedures 50






Course Number 'Course Title Hours
SECOND QUARTER
250
1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1020 Machine Transcription 50
1075 Office Procedures 50
4020 Legal Transcription I 50
THIRD QUARTER
*If previously completed, 1018 Progressive Typing is required.
1017 *Typing III 50
1019 Automatic Typing 30
3020 Consumer Economics 20
4002 Probate and Domestic Relations 50




Transcribes limited medical office dictation, performs appointment 
and reception functions as a medical, dental or hospital employee, 
answers telephone, receives patients, completes and files patient 
records, processes insurance forms, does billing, collections and 
payroll, assists the physician with routine measurement and recording 
of: height, weight, temperature, respiration, pulse, and blood pressure; 
has knowledge of inventory and knows basic office procedure techniques 
and medicolegal responsibilities.










1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 30
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
3001 Written Communications 50
4501 Medical Terminology I 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
285
SECOND QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1097 First Aid 8
3020 Consumer Economics 20
4525 Medical Office Procedures 100
258
THIRD QUARTER
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
1075 Office Procedures 50
4502 Medical Terminology II 50
4505 Anatomy and Physiology I 50
4526 Medical Forms 50
230
FOURTH QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1065 Office Management 30
3010 Oral Communications 50
3015 Human Relations 50
4503 Medical Terminology III 50










1018 Progressive Typing 20
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
4504 Medical Terminology IV 50




The Accountant's Assistant, under the guidance of a qualified 
accountant, computes and records payrolls, records accounts receivable 
and accounts payable, keeps records for inventory control, and records 
other information vital to the record keeping procedure of a business 
office.
Length of Option: 4 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact












Principles of Data Processing 50
Introduction to Business 30
255
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(Continued)




1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1033 Accounting II 50
3001 Written Communications 50
200
THIRD QUARTER
1017 Typing III 50
1034 Accounting III 50
1075 Office Procedures 50




1076 Model Office OR
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
3015 Human Relations 50




The Clerk-Typist compiles and types reports, bills, application 
forms, shipping tickets, and other data from clerical records. These 
activities also include the filing of records and reports, posting 
information to records, sorting and distributing mail and answering 
telephones.








1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 30
1010 Office Machines 50
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
3001 Written Communications 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30285
SECOND QUARTER
1016 Typing II 50
1020 Machine Transcription 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1075 Office Procedures 50
3010 Oral Communications 50230
THIRD QUARTER
*If previously completed, 1018 Progressive typing is required.
1017 ♦Typing III 50
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
1076 Model Office OR
1090 Cooperative Work Experience 100
3015 Human Relations 50




May work as a medical, dental, or hospital receptionist, maintain 
appointment schedules, do telephoning, receive patients, complete 
and file patient records, process insurance forms, do billing, miscella­
neous office duties and payroll. Can assist the physician with routine 
measurement and recording of: height, weight, temperature, respiration, 
pulse, and blood pressurd; knows basic medicolegal responsibilities.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS




1001 Business Math 50
1005 Filing 30
1014 Keyboard Typing 25
1015 Typing I 50
3001 Written Communications 50
4501 Medical Terminology I 50
5001 Introduction to Business 30
285
SECOND QUARTER
1010 Office Machines 50
1016 Typing II 50
1025 Recordkeeping I 30
1097 First Aid 8
3020 Consumer Economics 20
4525 Medical Office Procedures 100
258
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(Continued)
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
THIRD QUARTER
1018 Progressive Typing 20
1026 Recordkeeping II 30
1075 Office Procedures 50
3010 Oral Communications 50
3015 Human Relations 50








The trained Operating Room Technician serves as a general technical 
assistant on the surgical team in the operating suite. The Technician 
washes, shaves, and sterilizes operative area of patient; scrubs and 
dons cap, mask, gown and rubbers gloves; places equipment in operating 
room according to surgeons directions and arranges instruments as 
specified by the supervising nurse; maintains specified supply of 
such fluids as plasma, saline, blood and glucose; washes and sterlizes 
used equipment; cleans operating room; and may hand surgeon instruments 
and supplies as directed.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
5601 Basic Sciences 170
5602 Care and Safety of the Patient During
Surgery and Principles of Operating
Room Technique 6 0









OPERATING ROOM TECHNICIAN SYLLABUS 
(Continued)
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
THIRD QUARTER
5605 Surgical Procedures 40






Ammerman, Robert — Program Chairperson
NATURE OF WORK
Small Engine repairmen maintain and repair a variety of small 
engines on power equipment and vehicles using principles of internal
combustion engine operation, tools, equipment, and technical manuals.
Length of Option: 3 Quarters
SYLLABUS
Contact
Course Number Course Title Hours
FIRST QUARTER
3015 Human Relations 50
3020 Consumer Economics 20
6001 Introduction to Small Engine Tools and
Equipment 20
6002 Principles of Two and Four Cycle Engines 100
6004 Magnetos and Alternators 50
6008 Welding 100
6097 First Aid 8
348
SECOND QUARTER
6005 Drive Systems and Frames 50
6020 Troubleshooting and Tune-Up 100
6025 Major Overhaul 150













0501 Basic Electricity/Electronics 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Introduction to basic electricity and electronics, followed by a detailed 
analysis of aircraft electrical systems, communications equipment, 
and ground and airborne navigation equipment.
0506 Aviation Math
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Review of basic math and algebra with emphasis on ratios, proportions, 
complete understanding of the purpose and use of the E-6B-type Flight 
Computer.
0507 Aviation Fundamentals Seminar 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to the fundamentals of aircraft flight to include aero­
dynamics, aircraft pre-flight, aircraft engine and systems theory 
and operation and weight and balance computation.
0508 Flight Publications & bgulations Seminar 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Review and analysis of Federal Aviation Administration regulations, 
Advisory Circulars, Airman's Information Manual and other publications 
designed for safe flight operations.
0511 Navigation 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to Pilotage, Dead Reckoning, interpretation of chart 




0514 Meteorology I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The study and analysis of metorological phenomenon and the effects 
on flight planning and operations, including the use of weather observa­
tion and reporting data.
0515 Meteorology II 
Prerequisite: 0514 Contact Hours: 25
More advanced and detailed review and continuation of Meteorology 
I in preparation for the FAA commercial Pilot Written Examination.
0516 Radio Communications Procedures
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Introduction to the various types of communications equipment a pilot 
must use, followed by detailed study of procedures for contacting 
all ground facilities and intensive practice making radio contacts.
0517 Radio Navigation I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Introduction to theory, interpretation and use of aircraft engine 
and flight instruments, instrument flight procedures and flight planning 
requirements, using Low Altitude Enroute, Area, Letdown and Approach 
Charts, navigation aids, Air Route Traffic Control, Approach and Depar­
ture Control, enroute position reporting and FAA Regulations related 
to IFR flight operations.
0518 Radio Navigation II 
Prerequisite: 0517 Contact Hours: 100
More advanced and detailed review and continuation of Radio Navigation 




0520 Advanced Ground Instructor Seminar
Prerequisite: 0501 through 0519 Contact Hours: 50
Designed to provide each student with the necessary background, knowledge 
and ability to successfully pass the FAA advanced Ground Instructor 
Written Exam and perform the duties of an AGI.
0521 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers Seminar I 
Prerequisite: 0507 Contact Hours: 50
A detailed analysis of all basic and advanced flight maneuvers required 
for Private and Commercial Pilot certification by the Federal Aviation 
Administration. Emphasis is placed on standardization of procedures, 
precision and flight safety.
0522 Analysis of Flight Maneuvers Seminar II
Prerequisite: 0507 and 0521 Contact Hours: 50
Emphasis is placed on preparation for successful completion of the
FAA Flight Instructor Written Exam and flight check, as well as effective 
performance of the duties of a Certificated Flight Instructor. Oral 
presentation and preparation are a key part of the curriculum and 
objectives.
0523 Aviation Physiology 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
A study of the effects of variations in pressure and temperature on 
the human body resulting from changes in flight altitude. Also included 
are the effects of "G" forces, day and night vision, noise, fatigue, 
use of stimulants and depressants and the responsibilities of the 
pilot when operating in such an environment. Instruction is followed 
by training at the U. S. Air Force Physiological Training Unit (Altitude 
Chamber) at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington.
0524 Instrument Pilot/Instrument Ground Instructor Seminar 
Prerequisite: 0501 - 0523 Contact Hours: 50
A seminar designed to correlate and reinforce all material learned 
to date, with a view to preparing the student for successful completion 
of the FAA Instrument Pilot Written Exam and Flight Check and the 
FAA Instrument Ground Instructor Written Exam. Emphasis is placed 




0534 Flight Instruction I
Prerequisite: 0506, 0508, and first half of 0507 and 0511
Contact Hours: 12
Flight Instruction will be provided at the local Fixed Base Operations 
facilities in compliance with FAA Regulations Part 141 (revised) or 
Part 61 (revised), as applicable.
0535 Flight Instruction II 
Prerequisite: 0534
A continuation of 0534.
0536 Flight Instruction III 
Prerequisite: 0534, 0535
A continuation of 0535.
0537 Flight Instruction IV 
Prerequisite: 0534, 0535, 0536




0538 Flight Instruction V 
Prerequisite: 0534, 0535, 0536, 0537
A continuation of 0537.
Contact Hours: 30
0539 Flight Instruction VI 
Prerequisite: 0534, 0535, 0536, 0537, 0538
A continuation of 0538.
Contact Hours: 30
0540 Fundamentals of Instructing Seminar 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
A study of the various methods and techniques of academic and flight 
instruction, i.e., lecture, demonstration performance, problem solving, 
guided discussion, etc., followed by test item construction and analysis. 




0541 Flight Instruction Seminar 
Prerequisites: 0501 - 0540 Contact Hours: 100
A seminar designed to correlate and reinforce all material covered 
to date by providing the student with considerable practice in respond­
ing to specific questions in preparation for the oral portion of the 
FAA Flight and Instrument Flight Instructor Flight Checks.
0545 Search, Rescue & Survival Seminar
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of the methods and procedures for searching for the locating 
downed aircraft and the recovery and treatment of downed airmen and 
passengers. Training in personal survival techniques in various types 
of climate and terrain is also included.
0546 Airframe and Powerplants I 
Prerequisites: 0501, 0507 Contact Hours: 25
Basic analysis of aircraft structures and engine operation with emphasis 
on troubleshooting and preventive maintenance.
0547 Airframe and Powerplants II 
Prerequisites: 0501, 0507, 0546 Contact Hours: 50
More advanced and detailed coverage of 0546 curriculum, emphasizing 
the responsibilities of the graduate who is employed as a professional 
pilot.
0551 Aviation Marketing Seminar
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of the products and services of general and commercial aviation 
to include ticketing, loading and unloading, cargo preparation, charter, 
air taxi, and supplemental air carriers, private and business flying, 




0555 Airport Development and Management Seminarl
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Construction, operation, management and maintenance of a typical airport 
complex; leases, taxes, landing fees, contract and lease negotiation, 
fuel storage, parking, etc.
0556 Airport Development and Management Seminar II 
Prerequisite: 0555 Contact Hours: 50
A continuation of 0555.
0560 Aviation Law Seminar
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
A study of state, federal and international statutes, regulations 
and directives that apply to operation of General and Commercial Aviation 
aircraft, with emphasis on potential and actual pilot, owner and opera­
tion responsibilities and liability.
0570 Mountain Flying Seminar 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
Problems, procedures and techniques of flight operations in mountainous 
terrain, with emphasis on types of equipment adaptable for such operations; 
discussion on methods of entry and exit from specific mountain airfields 
and airstrips in the U.S. Northwest.
0575 Aerial Photo Seminar 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The study of pilot techniques in vertical and oblique aerial mapping. 
Understanding of altitude, directional control, and platform stability 
related to side and endlap percentages and the operation of the intervolo- 
meter and.tracking chain. Use of outside air temperature and altimeter 
setting to compute true altitude. Review and understanding of off 




0580 Commercial Pilot Seminar 
Prerequisites: 0507, 0514, 0511, 
0534, 0515, 0546, 
and 0521.
0508, 0506, 0516, 0517, 
and first half of 0518
Contact Hours: 25
Designed as a group-participating review of all materials covered 
in preparation for successful completion of the FAA Commercial Pilot 
Writen Exam.
0586 Complex/Multi-engine Aircraft Seminar 
Prerequisite: 0534 - 0538, 0547 Contact Hours: 50
A detailed study of the characteristics and procedures for operating 
complex and multi-engine aircraft, emphasizing standardization, safety 
and use of appropriate "checklists".
0587 Fixed Base Operation Seminar
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Problems of fixed base operators in competing in today's expanding 
general aviation market. Taxes, insurance, leases, cost analysis 
and accounting, state and federal regulations and problems of taxation 
and depreciation are considered.
0589 Aerial Application Seminar
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Analysis and discussion of each type of herbicide and pesticide used 
in aerial application operations. Types of aircraft, spreader and 
handling equipment are covered, followed by a detailed study of mixing 
and application techniques. The last portion of the cours is devoted 
to the study of agricultural chemical sources, the preparation of 





0590 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent. Contact Hours: Vary
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction. Students receive both pay and credit 
for their work and are supervised on the job of the employed and school 
personnel.
0591 Practicum 
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent. Contact Hours: Vary
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
0597 First Aid 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours : 8
This course is based upon the content of the regular 10 hour Standard 
First Aid course.
0599 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent. Contact Hours: Vary
A learning situation which allows a student to develop personal competen­
cies other than those presented in established course work through 
experiences as an individual but in interaction with others when needed.
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
1001 Business Mathematics 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Review of basic mathematical skills, fractions, decimals and percentages. 
Expansion and application of these concepts to practical problems 
involving discounts, pricing merchandise, interest, notes and drafts 
and installment purchases.
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(Continued)
1005 Filing 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Theory and practice in methods and systems used for storage, retrieval, 
and retention of information. Emphasis is on alphabetic filing procedures 
with additional practice in geographic, numeric, and subject filing.
1010 Office Machines
Prerequisite: 1001 or 1032, or consent of instructor
Contact Hours: 50
Office Machines teaches the operational skills of the 10-key adding­
listing machine, 10-key printing calculator, and electronic calculator, 
necessary for successful entry level employment in today's business 
office.
1014 Keyboard Typing 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 25
A four and one-half week course designed to teach a beginning student 
the following techniques: alphabet and number keys, horizontal and 
vertical centering., machine maintenance, various centering techniques, 
erasing, and some speed.
1015 Typing I
Prerequisite: 1014 or Pretest Contact Hours: 50
Typing I introduces the student to the fundamental skills of producing 
mailable copy. Included in the course are: basic letters, tables, 
manuscripts, forms, and care of machine. Speed and accuracy is also 
stressed.
1016 Typing II
Prerequisite: 1015 or Pretest Contact Hours: 50
Emphasis is placed on production of mailable work. This will include 
one and two-page letters, detailed tabulations, manuscripts, carbons, 
and financial statements. Speed and accuracy also emphasized.
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1017 Typing III
Prerequisite: 1016 or Pretest Contact Hours: 50
Designed to develop an ability to solve typing problems that arise 
in office situations. Students will produce work from disorganized 
rough draft material. Required to complete Expert Typing Kit with 
a basic speed of 60 WAM with five errors or less on a five-minute 
writing.
1018 Progressive Typing
Prerequisite: 1017 or completion of typing requirements as directed 
by the curriculum syllabus.
Contact Hours: 20
Progressive Typing will be offered to students who completed the typing 
requirements for their particular curriculum in the Office Occupations 
area. The course will consist of selected drills and timings from 
the assigned text to enable the student to sustain and build speed 
and accuracy previously developed in courses offered at Missoula Technical 
Center.
1019 Automatic Typing
Prerequisites: Completion of 1016 & the ability to type 60 net WPM 
on a five-minute timing, completion of a machine 
transcription course and consent of instructor.
Contact Hours: 30
The technique of typing on the IBM Magnetic Card Selectric Typewriter. 
Emphasis is placed upon thorough familiarization with the machine, 
as well as speed and accuracy on production assignments.
1020 Machine Transcription
Prerequisite: 1015 or consent of instructor and completion of 
minimum fundamental test.
Contact Hours: 50
The techniques of accurate and fast typewritten transcription from 
a pre-dictated belt or tape, as well as the competency in spelling, 
grammar, and punctuation necessary for entry level employment.
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1021 Progressive Transcription
Prerequisite: 1016, 3001, and 1020, 4020, or 4025 and pre-test
Contact Hours: 30
Emphasis is placed on accurate and fast machine transcription from 
pre-dictated taped material. The student must demonstrate the ability 
to follow dictated instructions and be able to complete jobs in order 
of priority.
1025 Recordkeeping I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Introduction to recordkeeping procedures in four areas: banking, 
office cashiering, accounts payable and accounts receivable. Practical 
application of business math with emphasis on neatness, accuracy and 
detail.
1026 Recordkeeping II
Prerequisite: 1025 Contact Hours: 30
Practice in maintaining payroll records, recording of typical business 
papers plus a brief introduction to double-entry bookkeeping through 
use of a combined cash journal.
1032 Accounting I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Basic double entry accounting is introduced. Emphasis is on analyzing, 
journalizing, posting, trial balance and financial statements. A 
short comprehensive practice set is utilized to shore up processes 
learned. Payroll accounting, with a project, is also covered.
1033 Accounting II 
Prerequisite: 1032 Contact Hours: 50
An extension of Accounting I with sales and purchases covered along 
with the accrual method of accounting introduced. A comprehensive 
practice set is utilized to give the student "hands-on" experience.
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1034 Accounting III 
Prerequisite: 1033 Contact Hours: 50
An extension of Accounting II with an introduction to corporate books 
and cost accounting. Another comprehensive practice set is utilized 
to give the student "hands-on" experience.
1035 Accounting Lab
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in 1033 or 1034
Contact Hours: Vary
This lab time is for those students enrolled in Accounting who would 
prefer or need additional class time to complete assigned projects.
1040 Shorthand
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Gregg Shorthand theory. Programmed text and tapes allow for individual 
progress. Excellent brushup. Minimum speed at completion, 50 words 
per minute.
1041 Stenography I
Prerequisite: Ability to type 30 words per minute and 1040 or Challenge
Contact Hours: 50
Application of Gregg Shorthand theory, and introduction to transcription 
skills. Individualized.
1042 Stenography II
Prerequisite: 1041 or Challenge, and Typing I, 1015
Contact Hours: 50
Gregg Shorthand theory and phrasing principles applied. Speed building 
to a minimum of 80 words per minute. Refinement of transcription 
skills for mailable copy. Individualized.
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1043 Stenography III 
Prerequisite: 1042 or Challenge Contact Hours: 50
Emphasis on speed-building shorthand dictation. Shorthand lab and 
cassette tapes allow individuals to progress at own rates. Transcription 
for mailable copy. Minimum speed at completion, 100 WPM.
1044 Stenography IV 
Prerequisite: 1043 Contact Hours: 50
Individualized office style, spurt, and sustained dictation to build 
shorthand writing speeds of 100 to 140 words per minute. Transcription 
of mailable copy within prescribed time limits.
1065 Office Management
Prerequisite: 1075 or consent of instructor Contact Hours: 30
A course in planning, organizing and controlling business services, 
systems, and procedures. Emphasis is placed on current employment 
practices, compensation and budget planning and control.
1075 Office Procedures
Prerequisite: 1015 or consent of instructor Contact Hours: 50
Current trends in mailing services, telephone and telegraph, travel, 
reference material, ethics and etiquette as practiced in today's business 
office. A unit is also included on personal development.
1076 Model Office
Prerequisite: Enrollment in/or completion of 1075, and consent of 
instructor.
Contact Hours: 100
A simulated office where students are given an opportunity to apply 
their previously learned skills in a real office situation. Each 
student will have an opportunity to rotate through the 8-10 different 
office positions.
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1090 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction.
1091 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
1097 First Aid 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
This course is based on the content of the regular 10 hour Standard 
First Aid course.
1099 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: Instructor's consent Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation which allows a student to develop personal competen­
cies other than those presented in established course work through 
experiences as an individual but in interaction with others when needed.
BUSINESS DATA PROCESSING
1502 Data Processing Math 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Presentation of the principles of development of numeric and logic 
skills for the needs of business oriented data processing students. 
Exercising the students minds to think in terms of these principles. 
Illustrate and describe fundamental business problems together with 
descriptive terms commonly used with such problems. Presentation 
of elementary concepts in business oriented problem solving by computers.
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1505 Principles of Data Processing 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
An introduction to the field of data processing including history, 
basic concepts, unit record systems, electronic computer systems, 
programming language, current developments, implications and applications.
1510 Keypunch I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Basic course designed to provide the student with a thorough understand­
ing of the responsibilities and duties of a keypunch operator in a 
data processing installation. Students will be provided hands-on 
experience using the keypunch and data recorder. Minimum course require­
ments will necessitate keypunching at a rate of at least 8000 keystrokes 
per hour on a sustained time writing.
1511 Keypunch II
Prerequisite: 1510 Contact Hours: 50
More in-depth training to develop greater speed and accuracy in card 
punching and to prepare the student for a job as a keypunch operator. 
The student will be provided hands-on experience with numerous job 
applications using the keypunch and data recording devices. In the 
process the student will attain a speed of 12,000 keystrokes per hour.
1516 Computer Programming Fundamentals
Prerequisite: 1505 Contact Hours: 30
Extensive coverage will be given to the miscellaneous skills and knowledge 
that are necessary to becoming a successful programmer/analyst. System 
design concepts and procedures are presented. Such items as flowcharts, 
decision tables, rules and use of documentation standards, acceptable 
procedures and techniques of organization will be emphasized.
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1518 Introduction to Programming
Prerequisite: 1505 Contact Hours: 100
Introduction to the unique features such as file structure and organiza­
tion of the disc operating system for the particular computer that 
students will be working with. Upon completion of necessary preliminary 
information, students will begin the actual programming language to 
be used.
1522 BASIC
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to problem solving through the use of the computer using 
the BASIC language; provide an insight as to the applications of computer 
systems, its basic logic and arithmetic processes.
1523 COBOL
Prerequisite: 1518 Contact Hours: 100
Applications of computers in business data processing using COBOL. 
The development of a common business oriented computer language and 
its use in modern business organization with concern to the comparison 
of COBOL with other program languages.
1524 Advanced COBOL
Prerequisite: 1523 Contact Hours: 150
A continuation of COBOL programming. Emphasis will be placed on advanced 
ANSI COBOL. Such concepts as segmentation, subroutine, and library 
will be presented. Simulated business applications will be programmed 
preparing the student for employment as a COBOL programmer.
1525 RPG II
Prerequisite: 1518 Contact Hours: 100
Basic methods and procedures for programming a computer using RPG 
(Report Program Generator) are presented with typical business applica­
tions. Emphasis is placed upon the techniques associated with the 
RPG programming language and how such techniques compare to other 
programming languages.
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1526 Advanced RPG II
Prerequisite: 1525 Contact Hours: 150
A continuation of RPG II. Emphasis will be placed on more extensive 
RPG II. Instruction set simulated business applications will be program­
med preparing the student for employment as a RPG II programmer.
1527 FORTRAN
Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor Contact Hours: 50
Presentation and extension of the basic principles of computation
and problem solving. Programming the computer will be done through 
the use of a scientific algebraic language—FORTRAN.
1528 Advanced Computer Techniques
Prerequisite: 1523 Contact Hours: 50
Presentation of computer table concepts. Provide exercises in table 
manipulations. Illustrate and describe the basic concepts of linear 
programming and statistics. Presentation of advanced business problems 
applicable to computer solution.
1540 Computer Operations I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Extended orientation to the hardware functions and operation for a 
modern third generation computer. Hands-on operation and actual computer 
observation will be emphasized to afford students a realistic situation. 
Areas of coverage will include operating systems concepts and peripheral 
instruction.
1541 Computer Operations II
Prerequisite: 1540 Contact Hours: 50
Emphasis is placed on providing students with the knowledge and techniques 
necessary to effectively utilize the various essential disc systems 
software options. Primary areas of coverage involve extensive hands- 
on applications and include file maintenance procedures, in depth 
utility and sort/merge routines.
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1590 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction.
1591 Practicum I
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
1592 Practicum II 
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
1595 Data Processing Job Awarness Seminar 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
An informal setting is maintained in an effort to make students aware 
of job opportunities in their specialized area of 'training. Emphasis 
will also be made on the proper procedures to be used in seeking employ­
ment. A constant effort will be made to put the student in personal 
contact with perspective employers; the anticipated result being an 
actual job interview and employment.
1597 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
1599 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation with in the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
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2001 Direct Current Theory
Prerequisite: To be taken concurrently with 2010 Contact Hours: 150
A study of current flow, direct current circuits, and concepts of 
power. The course presents work with magnetic circuits and introduces 
time varying currents. This course utilized mathematic tools as they 
are developed in the mathematics course.
2002 Alternating Current Theory
Prerequisite: To be taken concurrently with 2011, 2001
Contact Hours: 150
A study of the basic laws pertaining to series and parallel circuit, 
reactance, impedance, and polyphase systems.
2003 Tube and Semi-Conductor Theory
Prerequisite: 2002 Contact Hours: 150
A study of electronic devices and how they work. Tube characteristics 
and solid state device characteristics are covered. Basic circuits 
and special devices are included.
2004 Direct and Alternating Current Machines
Prerequisite: 2002 Contact Hours: 50
The theory of operation, application, and construction of direct and 
alternating current motors, generators, and transformers.
2005 Semiconductor Circuits
Prerequisite: 2003 Contact Hours: 150
A study that covers virtually all semiconductor devices with a special 
emphasis on those which have been developed since the bipolar transistor 
was introduced. This includes JEET and MOSEET, integrated circuits, 




2010 Math I (Algebra)
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A course in algebra, logarithms, and an introduction to trigonometry. 
Particular stress is placed on the solution of systems of equations 
and on slopes and rates of change.
2011 Math II (Trigonometry) 
Prerequisite: 2010 Contact Hours: 50
A course in trigonometry related to the right triangle and the use 
of complex number notation.
2012 Math III (Applied Calculus) 
Prerequisite: 2011 Contact Hours: 100
A course in applied calculus as applied to electric and electronic 
circuits. Coverage includes analytic geometry, derivatives, differentials 
and integrals.
2020 Physics I
Prerequisite: To be taken concurrently with 2010 Contact Hours: 50
A study of force and motion as applied to mechanics and the properties 
of matter.
2021 Physics II 
Prerequisite: 2010 Contact Hours: 50
The principles of heat, light, and sound and their application in 
industrial control.
2022 Mechanisms
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 150
The study of fundamental concepts as found in basic mechanical and 
electromechanical mechanisms. These mechanisms are studied in terms 




2025 Industrial Electronics I
Prerequisite: 2003 Contact Hours: 200
A course that gives a broad introduction to the use of industrial 
electronic circuits and equipment. Subjects covered include rectifiers, 
semiconductors, tubes, motor control and closed loop systems.
2026 Indusrial Electronics II
Prerequisite: 2025 Contact Hours: 200
A continuation of Industrial Electronics I.
2027 Computer Fundamentals
Prerequisite: 2005 Contact Hours: 150
This course includes an introduction to computers, logic, numbering 
systems, Boolean Algebra, magnetic device fundamentals, and transistor 
switching characteristics. Circuit analysis and basic circuit combina­
tions to provide groupings are also studied.
2028 Motor Control
Prerequisite: 2025 Contact Hours: 100
A study of DC motor controls and their theory of operation.
2041 Electronic Communication I
Prerequisite: 2005 Contact Hours: 200
A study of receivers, transmitters, transmission lines, antennas, 
and microwaves, also includes a modern coverage of crystals and mechani­
cal filters, single sideband techniques, information theory, radio 




2042 Electronic Communication II
Prerequisite: 2041
A Continuation of 2041.
Contact Hours: 200
2042 Telemetry and Remote Control 
Prerequisite: 2041 Contact Hours: 100
A study of Telemetry and Remote Control systems and their use in industry. 
The signal sequence is followed from the transducers that convert 
the data to be measured into electrical signals, through signal condition­
ing, transmission, reception and recording to the final data processing.
2045 Radio Telephone License I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
The study of elements 1, 2, 3, and 4 for Federal Communications licenses.
2046 Radio Telephone License II 
Prerequisite: 2045 Contact Hours: 100
A continuation of 2045.
2050 Basic DC Theory 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 200
Basic DC Theory presents the basic 
of electricity. In addition to DC 
applications to industrial wiring, 
and measuring instruments.
theory needed for an understanding 
Theory the course includes practical 
motors, generators, transformers
2052 Basic AC Theory 
Prerequisite: 2050 and 2060 Contact Hours: 200
AC Theory presents the basic theory needed for an understanding of 
electricity. In addition to AC Theory the course includes practical 





2054 Introduction to Semiconductors
Prerequisite: 2052 Contact Hours: 200
Semiconductors in basic course in the application of the various semi­
conductor devices. The course includes elementary troubleshooting 
procedures in semiconductor circuits.
2056 Electrical Machines
Prerequisite: 2054 Contact Hours: 100
AC-DC machines expands on the introduction to these machines in DC- 
AC Theory.
2058 Motor Controls and DC Drives
Prerequisite: 2056 Contact Hours: 300
Motor Controls and DC Drives explains the theory of operation and 
explores maintenance and repair techniques for motor control and DC 
drives.
2060 Basic Algebra
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Basic algebra provides the basic mathematics skills necessary for 
solving simple DC theory problems.
2062 Basic Trigonometry
Prerequisite: 2060 Contact Hours: 100
Basic Trigonometry provides the knowledge necessary to understand 
the trig functions and right triangle theory for solving simple AC 
Theory problems.
2090 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 






Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: 50
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
2097 First Aid 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
2099 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
FORESTRY TECHNOLOGY
2501 Orientation Forestry 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
A general background course in what forestry is about and what its 
importance is to the economy and general welfare of people in Montana 
and the U.S. in general.
2505 Elementary Surveying 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 80
Learning to use surveying instruments such as compass, chains, abney 
levels and make simple land surveys and plane table maps.
2506 Advanced Surveying 
Prerequisite: 2505, 2581 Contact Hours: 80
Use of the engineer's level, transit and theodolite in differential 
and profile leveling, measurements of angles, traversing, stadia, 
and boundary surveys.
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2510 Technical Drawing 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 40
Lecture and lab course in lettering, map making covering scales to 
use, layout, depicting topography, cultural features and legends used 
in forestry work.
2515 Road Locations 
Prerequisite: 2581, 2505, 2506 Contact Hours: 80
Road standards, considerations in route selection and road location, 
route projection, reconnaissance for a projected route and road location 
survey procedures and practice.
2516 Road Design and Staking 
Prerequisite: 2581, 2505, 2506, 2510, 2515 Contact Hours: 50
Preparation of a graphic road design for branch timber sale and main 
access roads based on a preliminary line traverse and placing construc­
tion stakes in the field.
2520 Botany
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 60
Basic plant taxonomy, morphology, reproduction, genetics, and metabolism.
2521 Dendrology
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 80
A practical approach to identifying the tree species and forest types 
of the Pacific Northwest. Taxonomy and the use of a botanical key 
is also covered. Commercial species indigenous to other regions are 
studied as time allows.
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2522 Forest Ecology and Silvios 
Prerequisite: 2520, 2521 Contact Hours: 50
Concepts of forest ecology, solar radiation, climatic factors, soil 
factors, nutrient and soil water cycles, site competition and survival, 
forest successing, disturbance effects, silvicultural characteristics 
or major timber species of the Pacific Northwest.
2523 Applied Silviculture 
Prerequisite: 2522, 2520, 2521 Contact Hours: 60
A practical analysis of the various intermediate cuttings, silvicultural 
systems and regeneration methods commonly used by foresters in the 
United States.
2524 Habitat Types 
Prerequisite: 2523 Contact Hours: 30
A study of the vegetative classification of forest types and their
management implications.
2525 Insect and Disease Control
Prerequisite: 2565 Contact Hours: 80
The identification of forest insects and diseases, the damage they 
cause and control measures.
2530 Forest Measurements I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 80
Measurement of forest products with special emphasis on log scaling.
2531 Forest Measurements II 
Prerequisite: 2521, 2505, 2530, 2581, 2582 Contact Hours: 70
Surveying forest land to locate timber and estimate its quantity by 
species, products, size, quality and other characteristics.
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2532 Forest Measurements III
Prerequisite: 2531 Contact Hours: 60
Principles of variable probability sampling, including variable plot 
and 3-P.
2533 Forestry Measurements IV 
Prerequisite: 2530 Contact Hours: 40
Advanced course in the application of log scaling. (Optional)
2534 Forestry Measurements V 
Prerequisite: 2522 and concurrent with 2532 Contact Hours: 50
Advanced course in forest inventory with emphasis on "in-place data." 
(Optional)
2535 Forest Products 
Prerequisite: 2521, 2530 Contact Hours: 50
An in-depth review of the many products that are produced directly 
or indirectly from forest lands. Field trips to the many forest products 
industries in the Missoula area reinforce the class discussion.
2540 Soils
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 45
Soils and plant growth, parent materials of soils, soil formation 
and classifications, physical, chemical and colloidal properties of 
soils, life in the soil, organic matter, soil water and soil and water 
conservation.
2545 Fire Protection 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Fundamentals and practices of fire prevention, pre-suppression, fire 
behavior and fire suppression.
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2505 Forestry Tools 
Prerequisite: Concurrent with 2523 Contact Hours: 50
Use, safety and maintenance of hand tools, power tools and vehicles 
commonly used in forestry work.
2555 Photo Interpretation
Prerequisite: 2581, 2505 Contact Hours: 40
Characteristics of aerial photos, the three dimensional image, basic 
photo measurements, photo interpretation and field use of aerial 
photos.
2560 Introduction to Marketing and Economics
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
A survey of the basic business principles that influence the buying, 
selling, and distribution of forest products.
2561 Forest Economics
Prerequisite: 2560 Contact Hours: 45
A working analysis of production forms and their supply, demand and 
its meeting the supply, economy institutions and the forest economy 
at large.
2565 Timber Harvesting 
Prerequisite: 2521, 2540, 2523 Contact Hours: 80
A practical analysis of the various logging methods commonly used 
in the Pacific Northwest. Field trips reinforce class discussions.
2570 Recreation Planning and Improvements
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A survey of the various kinds of recreation use and types of planning 
used by land managers.
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2571 Forest Policy and Laws
Prerequisite: 3005 Contact Hours: 35
Course covers the history of forest and range policy over the periods 
of land acquisition, settlement and disposal by the Federal government; 
laws relating to reservation of public lands and their management 
by private owners, states, and Federal agencies. The more important 
Federal Land Management Laws are examined in considerable detail.
2572 Range and Wildlife Mangement
Prerequisite: 2522 Contact Hours: 80
The course covers range and wildlife habitat and population survey 
methods and management possibilities under a variety of situations.
2573 Forest Management 
Prerequisite: 2561, 2521, 2565 Contact Hours: 30
Study of the principles involved in forest regulation and the application 
of economics to the growth and management of forest property.
2574 Watershed Management 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 70
The effect of vegetative manipulation on the yield and purity of 
water.
2575 Supervision and Foremanship 
Prerequisite: 3005, 3015 Contact Hours: 20
Training methods and relationships with management and employees.
2581 Mathematics
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A review of math which includes basic algebra, geometry and trigonometry.
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2582 Statistical Sampling 
Prerequisite: 2581 Contact Hours: 50
Basic application of probability and sampling to Forestry.
2590 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating job-like experiences with class­
room instruction.
2591 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: 50
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
2597 First Aid 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
2598 Advanced First Aid
Prerequisite: 2597 Contact Hours: 20
Meets the requirements for the American Red Cross Advanced First Aid 
card.
2599 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 




Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Deals with all forms of written communications commonly used in business 
and industry. Attention is given to spelling, grammar, vocabulary, 
capitalization, punctuation, and interpretation of business letters, 
reports, and other communications. Also includes all written tools 
for getting the job—the letter of application, job application forms, 
and the personal data sheet or resume.
3005 Technical Communications
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Designed for electronics, data processing, forestry, and aviation 
students. Basic vocabulary and written communications, including 
letter of application and resume. Emphasis is on the presentation 
of technical information of major field in clear, simple language.
3010 Oral Communications
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Oral Communications stresses the listener, the speaker, interpreting 
what is said, demonstrations related to work situations and interviewing 
for the job.
3015 Human Relations
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Analyzing and solving "people caused" problems. Understanding oneself 
and relating to others socially and on the job. Also examines organized 
labor, unions, collective bargaining, and strikes.
3020 Consumer Economics 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Emphasis on management of personal finances, including use of credit, 






Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This course is designed to teach students the correct use of the English 
language. Through the use of pretests the student is placed at an 
appropriate level and progresses from that point.
3040 Basic Mathematics
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This course is designed to provide an introduction and/or a review 
of the fundamentals of mathematics. Through the use of pretests the 
student is placed in an appropriate level and progresses from that 
point.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
3610 Introduction to Lubricants
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
To acquint the student with techniques and principles of lubricating 
heavy construction equipment; and to develop his ability to properly 
schedule and perform preventative maintenance on the equipment.
3615 Introduction to Heavy Duty Service
Prerequisite: 3610 Contact Hours: 50
To acquaint student with techniques and principles of lubricating 
and fueling heavy construction equipment and to develop his ability 
to properly schedule and perform preventative maintenance on the equip­
ment .
3616 Heavy Duty Service 
Prerequisite: 3615 Contact Hours: 50
A continuation of 3615.
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3620 Trade Math
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The course of study will include basic arithmetic as it applies to 
heavy equipment.
3645 Internal Combustion Engines and Operators 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Principles of two and four cycle engine operation and nomenclature, 
troubleshooting of malfunctions in cooling fuel and ignition systems.
3650 Use of Hand Tools 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Use and care of hand tools and precision measuring instruments in 
repairing, overhauling, and servicing heavy duty equipment.
3655 Safety for Mechanics 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Orientation to heavy construction working conditions, procedures, 
and identification and correction of hazardous conditions.
3660 Diesel Mechanic Service I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 130
Principles of two and four cycle engine operation and nomenclature, 
troubleshooting of malfunctions in cooling fuel and ignition systems.
3661 Diesel Mechanic Service II
Prerequisite: 3660 Contact Hours: 150
Major overhaul of engines and components of heavy equipment.
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3675 Lubrications and Fuels
Prerequisite: 3610 Contact Hours: 50
To acquaint the student with techniques and principles of lubricating 
and fueling heavy construction equipment and to develop his ability 
to properly schedule and perform preventative maintenance of the equipment.
3680 Internal Combustion Engines for Mechanics 
Prerequisite: 3660 Contact Hours: 50
Continuation of 3660 with emphasis on basic adjustment and minor tune- 
up.
3685 Welding, Cutting, and Burning 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Development and practice of arc welding skills necessary in the repair
of heavy equipment.
3690 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating job-like experiences with classr 
room instruction.
3691 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: 50
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
3697 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
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3699 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATION
3701 Grade Stakes I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Acquaint students with basic surveying tools that will be used in 
grade checking and identification of stakes.
3702 Grade Stakes II
Prerequisite: 3701
Review and advancement of 3701.
Contact Hours: 70
3703 Grade Stakes III
Prerequisite: 3702 Contact Hours: 70
Continuation of 3702.
3705 Safety for Operators 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Safety practices required for the operation of heavy duty equipment, 
including acceptable work procedures according to Federal Regulations.
3720 Operational Math 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The course of study will include basic arithmetic as it's applied 
to heavy equipment.
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3725 Grade Equipment
Prerequisite: 3705 Contact Hours: 130
Orientation to and operation of all heavy equipment at school.
3730 Heavy Equipment Uses
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study in the classroom of different types of heavy equipment, their 
uses and proper operation procedures.
3735 Compaction and Compaction Equipment 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Acquaint students with soil types, density, swell and shrink factors. 
Basic knowledge of the different types of compaction equipment for 
the different types of soil.
3740 Field Operation (Operators)
Prerequisite: 3725, 3730, 3701, 3702, 3703, 3735 Contact Hours: 130
Heavy equipment operation incorporating all skills acquired, pertaining 
directly to accrual construction projects.
3765 Introduction to Operation 
Prerequisite: 3755 Contact Hours: 50
Orientation to and operation of all heavy equipment at school.
3766 Field Operation (Mechanics)
Prerequisite: 3701 Contact Hours: 50
Heavy equipment operation incorporating all skills acquired pertaining 
directly to accrual construction projects.
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3785 Welding, Cutting, Burning
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Development and practice of arc welding skills necessary in the repair 
of heavy equipment.
3790 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction.
3791 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
5097 First Aid 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
3799 Independent Study
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
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3802 Use of Hand Tools
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
Use and care of hand tools and precision measuring instruments in 
repairing, overhauling, and servicing heavy-duty trucks.
3805 Trade Math
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This course is designed to provide the necessary knowledge in mathematics 
as related to truck maintenance and repair.
3809 Internal Combustion Engines
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
This course is designed to provide the necessary knowledge and skills 
required to maintain and service an internal combustion engine. Through 
classroom demonstrations and shop work, the student becomes familiar 
with the theories, principles and operation procedures of the internal 
combustion engines, components and assembles.
3820 Welding
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Students will be instructed in set up and use of Oxyacetylene, Arc 
and T.I.G. welding equipment.
3821 Machine Shop - Lathe Operation
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to the use of the lathe, boring bar, griders, drill press 
and power hacksaw.
3825 Drive Train Principles, Maintenance, and Repair
Prerequisite: 3802 Contact Hours: 50
This course is designed,to provide information on clutches, transmissions, 
drive lines, and differentials.
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3827 Suspension, Steering, and Braking Systems 
Prerequisite: 3802 Contact Hours: 100
This course is designed to provide the necessary knowledge and skills 
required to maintain and service the suspension, steering and braking 
systems of trucks.
3830 Troubleshooting and Tune-Up I 
Prerequisite: 3809 Contact Hours: 70
A course covering the troubleshooting and tune-up 
diesel engines with an emphasis on fuel systems.
of gasoline and
3831 Troubleshooting and Tune-Up II 
Prerequisite: 3830 Contact Hours: 50
A course covering the troubleshooting and tune-up of gasoline and 
diesel engines with an emphasis on electrical systems.
3832 Troubleshooting and Tune-Up III 
Prerequisite: 3831 Contact Hours: 50
A comprehensive approach to the troubleshooting and tune-up of gasoline 
and diesel engines with an emphasis on all systems and their interrelar. 
tionship.
3835 Major Overhaul I 
Prerequisite: 3809
A major overhaul course 
ing gasoline and diesel
provides experiences in 
engines.
Contact Hours: 70 
maintaining and rebuild-
3836 Major Overhaul II 
Prerequisite: 3835
A continuation of 3835.
Contact Hours: 50
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3890 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction.
3891 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
3897 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
3899 Independent Study
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
LEGAL SECRETARY
4001 Legal Office Procedures
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to law office procedures with emphasis on function and 
production of basic documents and instruments.
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4002 Probate and Domestic Relations
Prerequisite: 4001 or consent of instructor Contact Hours: 50
Study of Montana requirements and methods of: 1. Probating an estate, 
2. marriage, 3. dissolution of marriage, 4. adoption, 5. guardianship. 
Preparation of documents, forms and pleadings necessary in the above 
matters.
4003 Corporate, Federal and Appeal Procedure
Prerequisite: 4001, 4020 Contact Hours: 50
A study of corporations, appeals, federal procedures, bankruptcy, 
Workmen's Compensation, Social Security appeal, criminal procedure, 
the law library, information retrieval and citations.
4020 Legal Transcription I 
Prerequisite: 1015, 3001, 4001 Contact Hours: 50
Training in effective operation and care of transcribing equipment, 
good transcribing techniques, and competence in spelling, grammar, 
puncuation and legal forms.
4021 Legal Transcription II 
Prerequisite: 4020 Contact Hours: 100
Advanced machine transcription with emphasis on legal documents and 
pleadings using multiple carbon copies.
4022 Legal Transcription III 
Prerequisite: 4021, 1016 Contact Hours: 100
Advanced legal materials from transcription and form files.
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4030 Legal Office Production
Prerequisite: 4001, 4022, 4002, and 4003 Contact Hours: 100
An advanced course operated as a model law office with emphasis on 
inventory, management, supervision and professional quality transcription 
and performance.
MEDICAL SECRETARY
4501 Medical Terminology I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A medical word-building system using Greek and Latin word roots, combin­
ing forms, suffixes and prefixes for formation of common medical terms.
4502 Medical Terminology II
Prerequisite: 4501 Contact Hours: 50
A study of the medical terminology of systems and disorders of musculo­
skeletal, cardiovascular, blood and blood forming organs, lymphatic, 
digestive, respiratory, skin and breast.
4503 Medical Terminology III
Prerequisite: 4501 Contact Hours: 50
A detailed study of the following topics, with particular emphasis 
on the terminology involved: urogenital system, gynocology, maternal 
conditions, endocrine system, neurological and psychiatric disorders, 
eye and ear.
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4504 Medical Terminology IV
Prerequisite: 4501 Contact Hours: 50
A study of the terminology involved in the following areas: systemic 
disorders, geriatrics and psychogeriatrics, oncology, anesthesiology, 
physical therapy and rehabilitation, nuclear medicine, pharmacology.
4505 Anatomy and Physiology I 
Prerequisite: 4501 Contact Hours: 50
Basic knowledge of human body systems and physiological processes. 
This is correlated with the study of Medical Terminology II.
4506 Anatomy and Physiology II 
Prerequisite: 4501 Contact Hours: 50
A continuation of basic knowledge of human body systems and physiological 
processes. This course is correlated with the study of Medical Terminol­
ogy III.
4502 Medical Transcription I
Prerequisite: 1016 or minimum 45 wpm, 4505, 4502 or equivalent, 4525
Contact Hours: 100
Transcription of medical, surgical and hospital prerecorded medical 
dictation. Student learns to operate machine transcribers, develops 
correct techniques, gains competence in medical vocabulary, spelling, 
grammar, punctuation, format, use of dictionaries and medical reference 
books, prepares notebook of reference materials, develops medical 
copy typing speed by drills.
4521 Medical Transcription II 
Prerequisite: 4520 Contact Hours: 100
Advanced medical transcription with emphasis on format, reports, and 
letters with first-time mailable accuracy, and completion of medical 
vocabulary exercises.
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4522 Medical Transcription III.
Prerequisite: 4521 Contact Hours: 100
Advanced medical transcription with emphasis on speed and accuracy. 
Special attention to production, attitudes, style and form in medical 
use.
4525 Medical Office Procedures
Prerequisite: 4501, 1015, or consent of instructor
Contact Hours: 100
A medical secretary career study including medical, hospital, and 
dental office procedures. Simulated reception, telephone, appointments 
medical records, billing, correspondence, insurance and basic medical 
assistant techniques.
4526 Medical Forms
Prerequisite: 4525, 4501 Contact Hours: 50
Exercises in completing admission, discharge, and other hospital forms; 
charts, laboratory and x-ray reports; insurance, Blue Cross, Blue 
Shield, Medicare, Medicad and miscellaneous forms. Emphasis on method, 
accuracy and neatness.
DISTRIBUTIVE OCCUPATIONS
5001 Introduction to Business
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
A beginning course designed to acquaint the student with an understand­
ing of the whole area of activity known as business. The emphasis 
is on business terminology and business law.
5003 Principles of Business
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A beginning course designed to acquaint the student with an understand­
ing of the whole area of activity known as business.
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5005 Retail Salesmanship
Prerequisite: 3020 Contact Hours: 50
The principles of selling including the kinds of selling, the steps 
of the sale, consumer buying motives, demonstrating the merchandise, 
handling objections and suggestion selling. Students will give sales 
demonstrations in class.
5006 Advanced Salesmanship
Prerequisite: 5005 Contact Hours: 50
Counselor selling not only shows a salesman what works, it also explains 
WHY it works. The salesman becomes a "Conscious Competent", a true 
professional, capable of analyzing his own performance.
5007 Direct Sales 
Prerequisite: 5005 and 5006 Contact Hours: 50
The study and analysis of opportunities and requirements for outside 
selling. Emphasis is on planning and delivering sales presentations, 
prospecting, and company and product competition.
5010 Visual Merchandising j
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
The student will demonstrate an ability to construct and evaluate 
instore and window displays.
5012 Principles of Accounting I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Fundamental principles of accounting with emphasis on the double entry 
system; theory and practice in transaction analysis; familiarization 
with the accounting cycle and preparation of basic financial statements.
5013 Principles of Accounting II 
Prerequisite: 5012 Contact Hours: 50
Continuation of Accounting 5013, with a more comprehensive analysis 
for specialized situations.
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5014 Principles of Accounting III 
Prerequisite: 5013 Contact Hours: 50
Continuation of the study of basic accounting principles as it relates 
to corporations, manufacturing and some cost accounting.
5016 Accounting for Management Control
Prerequisite: 5014 Contact Hours: 50
Emphasis is placed on how accounting data can be interpreted and used 
by management in planning and controlling business activities.
5018 Retail Store Management
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Learning activities emphasizing the opportunities in retailing. An 
analysis is made of the major store functions. Procedures and techniques 
are followed in small retail outlets. Retail theories will be applied 
to practical situations.
5019 Retail Merchandise Management
Prerequisite: 5030 Contact Hours: 50
Examines the philosophy, concepts, and techniques underlying the planning 
and control of sales and inventories in retail stores.
5020 Principles of Management 
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: 50
The essential of the management process as it relates to distributive 
businesses. Students will study the principles involved in planning, 
organizing, control and leadership as a part of the management function.
5021 Personnel Management 
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: 50
A study of employer-employee relations, leadership in supervision, 
union relations and the techniques of recruiting.
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5025 Principles of Marketing 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A general survey 
Emphasis will be 
marketing mix.
of the nature, significance, and scope of marketing, 
placed on systems approach in analysizing the total
5026 Marketing Research Methods
Prerequisite: 5025 Contact Hours: 30
The study and analysis of business literature and research findings 
about marketing procedures and management. Planned learning experiences 
which are designed for the systematic study of the market environment 
and interpretation of data from consumer, business, and government 
sourses.
5027 Marketing Management
Prerequisite: 5025 Contact Hours: 30
Learning experiences which are designed for the systematic study of 
the management functions and decision making in relation to policies 
for organization, personnel, financing, and marketing.
5030 Merchandising Mathematics 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Designed for those who plan careers in retailing and will hold such 
jobs as assistant buyers, buyers, fashion coordinators, assistant 
store manager, department managers, and general managers. The perform­
ance of these jobs in retailing requires not only a command of the 
fundamentals of mathematics but also an ability to apply these fundamen­
tals when solving specific merchandising problems.
5031 Microeconomics Principles 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of microeconomics which includes principles of production, 
distribution, and consumption of goods and services, money and banking, 
prices and competition and current economic issues.
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5035 Business Law
Prerequisite: 2nd Year Student Contact Hours: 30
Introduction to ordinary legal aspects of business transactions including 
such topics as contracts, agency and negotiable instruments. Designed 
to give a general understanding of the subject and to provide information 
useful in deciding when a lawyer should be consulted for aid in avoiding 
legal mistakes.
5037 Business Psychology
Prerequisite: 2nd Year Student Contact Hours: 50
A brief look at the several branches of psychology and survey of general 
psychology to acquaint the student with factors which influence human 
development within a business environment.
5039 Cash Register Operation 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
The working operation of cash registers which will include: keyboard 
operation, inside parts of the cash register, making change, cashing 
checks, correcting wrong registration, and a daily balance report.
5042 Management Administration 
Prerequisite: 2nd Year Student Contact Hours: 30
A seminar for marketing-management majors in which the various areas 
previously studied are integrated and related to policy level decision­
making in the business enterprise.
5044 Mini Review
Prerequisite: 2nd Year Student Contact Hours: 50
A course in selecting and utilizing the advertising media. Emphasis 
is placed on the printed media.
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5045 Retail Advertising 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A course in selecting and utilizing the advertising media, 
is placed on the printed media.
Emphasis
5046 Retail Sales Promotion
Prerequisite: 5045 Contact Hours: 20
The planning of a complete advertising campaign for a business to 
include the following: the purpose of the campaign, costs involved, 
medias to be used, and the time length of the campaign.
5082 Introduction to Fashion Market
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The nature of business enterprises, and the industrial-retail practices 
involved in the design, production, retailing and consumption of fashion 
products, with major emphasis on marketing activiteis and interrelation­
ships.
5084 Merchandise Product Knowledge 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The analyzes of textile fibers and the construction of fabrics, with 
emphasis on the properties that affect their hand, appearance, perform­
ance, and end-use.
5086 Fashion History and Trends 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Examines the history of clothing and applies it to present day trends. 
Basic styles, sizes, construction, and workmanship of apparel products 
are analyzed.
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5088 Fashion Merchandising 
Prerequisite: 5084 and 5082 Contact Hours: 50
Gives a broad overview of the fashion world and the skills needed 
for job performance. It includes such areas as identifying suitable 
vendors, developing merchandising plans, establishing promotion programs, 
and controlling retail sales programs.
5090 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction.
5091 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
5097 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross Multimedia Standard First Aid Card course.
5099 Independent Study
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: 50
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
HOTEL AND LODGING
5101 Front Office Procedure 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Emphasizes the crucial human and public relations responsibilities 
of the front office staff. Checkin and checkout procedures are stressed.
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5102 Hotel-Motel Managerial Accounting I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Offers a systematic study of the basic principles of accounting as 
they apply to lodging industry transactions.
5103 Hotel-Motel Managerial Accounting II 
Prerequisite: 5102 Contact Hours: 50
The objective of this course is to develop more comprehensive knowledge 
of, and skills in, accounting practices and procedures for hotel and 
motel bookkeepers and accountants.
5104 Human Relations 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A course offering a basic knowledge of human behavior and suggestions 
of possible ways to channel that behavior so as to achieve worthwhile 
purposes.
5105 Hotel-Motel Sales Promotion 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A how-to-course for the beginner as well as an effective "refresher" 
for those actively engaged in sales promotion. The marketing concept 
is directly applied to selling hotel-motel guest rooms, meeting facili­
ties, food and beverage, recreation resources, and other services.
5107 Hotel-Motel Law 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The purposes of the course are to illustrate the consequences of lack 
of foresight on the part of management, to help the student understand 
the attitude of the courts when an innkeeper is involved in litigation 
and to create an awareness of the many responsibilities which the 
law imposes upon the innkeeper.
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5109 Food and Beverage Management and Services
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Covers the entire food and beverage operations from purchasing, receiving 
and storage to preparation and service.
5111 Supervisory Housekeeping 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Provide an introduction to the fundamentals of housekeeping management. 
The course stresses employee training, recordkeeping and executive 
responsibilities.
5112 Maintenance and Engineering 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Examines the organization of the engineering department and provides 
the technical information needed to establish effective preventive 
maintenance procedures.
5113 Motel-Motor Hotel Management 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The objective of this course is to provide an understanding of problem 
areas, basic management responsibilities and administrative techniques 
involved in operating a motel.
5114 Communications
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A study of the principles of communications, examining oral and written 
communications and explaining how to get your message accepted.
5120 Supervisory Development 
Prerequisite: 5114, 5104 Contact Hours: 50
The objective of this course is to develop the supervisory ability 
of department heads and other supervisors.
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5124 Tourism and the Hospitality Industry 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A comprehensive study of Tourism, its principles, practices and philoso­
phies .
FOOD SERVICE
5301 Culinary Theory I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The explanation and utilization of professional kitchen equipment 
and utensils.
5302 Culinary Theory II 
Prerequisite: 5301 Contact Hours: 50
A continuation of the explanation and utilization of professional 
kitchen equipment and utensils. Eight basic menus are explained and 
demonstrated.
5303 Culinary Theory III
Prerequisite: 5302 Contact Hours: 50
More advanced techniques and procedures for professional food preparation 
are explained, using advanced menus as a foundation.
5305 Safety and Sanitation 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This course offers general kitchen safety, safe clothing and fire 
safety are introduced. Class demonstration of safe use of hand tools 
and kitchen equipment are covered. Personal hygiene and sanitation, 
safe food handling and storage, controls and measures that prevent 
food born diseases, food contamination and food poisoning are especially 
stressed.
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5307 Food Control I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The student is introduced to ordering, receiving, issuing, pre-prepara- 
tion, cost control, conversion of recipes, food specifications, store­
room operations, laws pertaining to distribution of foods, weights 
and measures.
5308 Food Control II
Prerequisite: 5307 Contact Hours: 50
Labor cost controls, what it is and how it can be controlled is studied. 
This course instructs the student in the correct methods of analyzing 
and controlling labor costs. Supervisory procedures, scheduling, 
uses of convenience foods, and new and up-dated methods of food service 
operations are studied. Identification and purchasing specifications 
of fish, seafood are taught.
5309 Food Control III
Prerequesite: 5308 Contact Hours: 50
Food cost control, what it is and how can it be controlled is studied. 
This course instructs the student in the correct methods of analyzing 
and controlling food costs. He learns mathematical methods of establish­
ing portion costs and selling price. Formula‘and recipe writing tech­
niques are studied. Demonstrations, lectures, films, slides, and 
charts familiarize the student with restaurant butchering. He is 
taught the various wholesale cuts of meat, bone and muscle structure 
and the practical utilization of meat cuts for the food service industry.
5311 Production Kitchen I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
This is correlated to Culinary Theory I. Students prepare the menu 
demonstrated and explained in that course.
5312 Production Kitchen II
Prerequisite: 5311 Contact Hours: 50
This is correlated to Culinary Theory II. Students prepare the menus 
demonstrated and explained in that course.
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5313 Production Kitchen III
Prerequisite: 5312 Contact Hours: 50
The practical application of menus presented in Culinary Theory III.
5315 Food Processing I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A lecture and workshop course designed to expose students to the fundamen­
tals of food service and kitchen management. Subject areas include 
the history of food service, the present and future place of food 
service in the economy, and career possibilities in food service.
5316 Food Processing II 
Prerequisite: 5315 Contact Hours: 50
Special attention is devoted to a number of products and product areas 
which are particularly important, either because of their contribution 
to sales volume and profit or because of their special popularity 
and importance: coffee, cheese, herbs and spices, ice cream, and 
wine.
5317 Food Processing III 
Prerequisite: 5316 Contact Hours: 50
This course introduces the student to the proper structure and menu 
writing with regards to balance, variety and merchandising. A basic 
exposure to grading and identification of beef, pork, and fowl. Empha­
sis is given the interpretation of modern culinary terminology.
5319 Bakeshop Production
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The program is aimed at acquainting the student with the fundamentals 
and principles of baking. Included are understanding the properties 
of baking ingredients, the function and use of proper equipment, formula 
procedure, basic costing and the production of basic baked goods. 
Students produce yeast made products, cakes, cookies, pies, puddings, 
icings, assorted pastrys and desserts. The techniques of elementary 
cake decorating are practiced with those students who have instructor 
approval.
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5321 Nutrition
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
A review of normal nutrition establishes a basis for discussion of 
the nutritional requirements of the aged. Dietary modification and 
diet therapy are examined and menus planned to provide nutrition require­
ments .
5323 Kitchen Skill Development I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Students will work independently or in pairs to develop basic skills 
in food preparation. They will focus on meat cookery, vegetable cookery, 
soup preparation, basic stocks, sauces and variations, pantry and 
salad skills with sanitation. They are under the direction of a master 
Chef. Students work at individually established pace in order to 
have the opportunity to perfect the techniques required for all phases 
of food preparation.
5324 Kitchen Skill Development II
Prerequesite: 5323 Contact Hours: 50
Having developed basic skills in the first quarter the student proceeds 
to a more intensive cooking program and is instructed in more intricate 
and difficult techniques.
5337 Banquet Kitchen
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: 50
Instruction is given in a variety and development of banquet menus 
suited to various special occasions. These menus are prepared by 
students and garnished for banquet presentation. Students are responsible 
for the food production for special banquets held at the school.
5390 Cooperative Work Experience
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction.
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5391 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
5397 First Aid 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross Multimedia First Aid Card course.
5399 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: 50
A learning situation within the school day which 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
allows a student
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
5501 Body Structure and Function 
Prerequisite: None
and Conditions of Illness I
Contact Hours: 30
A study of the body as a whole and the interrelationships of its systems 
inventory of factors causing disease, and the role of individuals 
caring for mentally ill.
5502 Body Structure and Function and Conditions of Illness II 
Prerequisite: 5501 Contact Hours: 50
The functioning of the body, its systems and conditions of illness 
are studied.
5503 Body Structure and Function and Conditions of Illness III 
Prerequisite: 5502 Contact Hours: 150
Continuation of 5502.
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5505 Basic Science
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
A study of the microscopic world that affects the medical field and 
the environment. Also a presentation of chemistry and physics and 
their relationship to nursing and the Health Occupations field.
5510 Vocational Relationships
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
This course presents information about the health team, interpersonal 
relationships and ethics in the field of Health Occupations. It also 
covers nurse-patient relationships using a background of growth and 
development. The history of medicine and nursing, ethics, legal aspects 
of nursing, and the opportunities for the Licensed Practical Nurses 
are also main topics in this course.
5515 Nutrition
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Normal nutrition needed for maintaining good health is studied along 
with modifications needed in diet for conditions of illness.
5520 Medical Terminology I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
A study of the language of medicine and how it is used by the Health 
Occupations worker.
5521 Medical Terminology II
Prerequisite: 5520 Contact Hours: 30
A course dealing with medical terms specifically relating to systems 
of the body.
5530 Nursing Needs of People in Illness I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 130
Basic nursing procedures used in caring for the mental, physical, 
and emotional needs of the person who is ill.
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5531 Nursing Needs of People in Illness II 
Prerequisite: 5530 Contact Hours: 50
A continuation of 5530 providing a greater degree of knowledges and 
skills.
5535 Drugs and Their Administration
Prerequisite: 5532 Contact Hours: 50
Experience in preparing and administering medication.
5540 Care of Mother and Newborn
Prerequisite: 5530 Contact Hours: 20
Prenatal and postnatal care of the mother and care of the newborn.
5545 Care of Children
Prerequisite: 5530 Contact Hours: 20
The care of the child from newborn to later teens is studied with 
an emphasis on understanding the emotional and developmental changes 
peculiar to certain ages.
5590 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction.
5591 Clinical Experience
Prerequisite: Successful Completion of Theory Contact Hours: 400
Application in clinical areas, of knowledge and skills learned in 
the classroom.
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5597 First Aid 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
5599 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
OPERATING ROOM TECHNICIAN
5601 Basic Sciences 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 170
A good basic knowledge of the structure of the human body and of the 
function of the parts of the body. Learning Aspesis, Microbiology 
and Medical Terminology.
5602 Safe Patient Care in O.R. Techniques I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 60
Orientation to the physical organization of the O.R. Suite; safety 
precautions, prevention of inflections, methods of sterilization, 
duties of circulating and scrub technician, general setups and basic 
operative procedures.
5603 Safe Patient Care in O.R. Techniques II 
Prerequisite: 5601, 5604, 5602, 5691 Contact Hours: 100
Continuation of 5602.
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5604 Introduction and Orientation
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
Included in this course are the ethical, legal and moral aspects of 
the O.R.T.; and introduction to terminology; units of weights and 
measures; and a history of surgery.
5605 Surgical Procedures
Prerequisites: 5601, 5602, 5604 Contact Hours: 40
Study of procedures, equipment, and supplies in specific surgical 
procedures. Learning to handle, operate and care for instruments 
and equipment.
5608 Emergency Procedures 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
Included in this course is the study of first aid and of nursing procedure 
used in an emergency.
5691 Clinical
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 60
Application in clinical areas of knowledge and skills learned in the 
classroom.
5692 Clinical
Prerequisite: 5691, 5601, 5602, 5604
Continuation of 5691.
Contact Hours: 200
OPERATING ROOM TECHNICIAN COURSE DESCRIPTIONS (Continued) 
See next page.
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5693 Clinical
Prerequisite: 5691, 5692, 5601, 5602, 5604, 5605 Contact Hours: 250
Continuation of 5692.
SMALL ENGINES
6001 Introduction to Small Engine Tools and Equipment
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 20
Instruction involving the set-up, care, operation, and safety, with 
hand and power tools.
6002 Principles of Two and Four Cycle Engines
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Students will be taught the principles of two and four cycle engine 
operation by means of lectures, demonstrations, and engine disassembly 
and reassembly.
6004 Magnetos and Alternators
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
By means of lectures, demonstrations, and the use of test equipment 
the students will be instructed in basic electricity in relation to 
magnetoes, alternators, rectifiers, and batteries.
6005 Drive Systems and Frames 
Prerequisite: 6002 Contact Hours: 50
A study of how small engine power is used and the repair of the various 
drive systems and frames.
6008 Welding
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Students will be instructed in, set-up and use of Oxyacetylene, Arc 
and T.I.G. welding equipment.
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6020 Troubleshooting and Tune-Up 
Prerequisite: 6002 Contact Hours: 100
Instruction and demonstration involving troubleshooting and tune-up 
of two and four cycle engines.
6025 Major Overhaul
Prerequisite: 6001, 6002, 6004 Contact Hours: 150
Instruct the student in the correct procedure for disassembly, cleaning, 
inspecting, repair, and reassembly of a two and four cycle engine.
6030 Shop Recordkeeping 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 10
Instruction in filling out work orders, purchase orders, parts orders, 
time schedules, and use of flat rate manuals.
250
6040 Small Engine Repair Shop Simulation
Prerequisite:: 6000,. 6001, 6002, 6003, 6004, 6020, 6025
Contact Hours
Set-up simulated shop conditions in the school shop to give the students 
real experiences before going on the job.
6090 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating employment in the community 
with classroom instruction.
6091 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
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6097 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid course.
6099 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
COMBINATION WELDING
6501 Welding Math
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
The use of direct and indirect measurements to compute cost and amount 
of material required. Basic geometry to compute volume and square 
measurement and the application of trigonometry triangulation to lay 
out projects.
6505 Welding Metallurgy I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 250
Identification and application of the different ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals used in welding. Application through the use of arc, acetylene, 
and M.I.G. and T.I.G. welding.
6506 Welding Metallurgy II
Prerequisite: 6505 Contact Hours: 200
A continuation of Welding Metallurgy I with more practical application.
6507 Welding Metallurgy III 
Prerequisite: 6506 Contact Hours: 200
Same as 6505.
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6510 Blueprint Reading 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
How to draw a 3-view drawing of an object and how to make an isometric 
sketch from a 3-view working drawing.
6511 Layout
Prerequisite: 6510 Contact Hours: 100
Reading and working from fabrication drawings. Layout of material 
required for a particular project cutting waste to a minimum. The 
computation of cost for the customer and working with industrial codes 
and specifications.
6590 Cooperative Work Experience 
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Cooperative Work Experience attempts to bring greater relevancy to 
formal instruction through alternating job-like experiences with class­
room instruction.
6591 Practicum
Prerequisite: Instructor's Consent Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
6597 First Aid 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
6599 Independent Study 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
A learning situation within the school day which allows a student 
to develop competencies in an area of interest.
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EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT
9001 General Classroom Instruction I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Potpourri of subjects centering around the role of the aide in the 
classroom. Examples of areas covered include: history of education, 
curriculum, human development, managment of discipline, testing, school 
policy and ethics, duties of school personnel and paraprofessionals, 
behavior modification, how children learn, school organization, etc.







None Contact Hours: 50
Introduction to libraries and emphasis on basic reference skills necessary 
to effective library usage.
9006 Library Instruction II 
Prerequisite: 9005 Contact Hours: 50
Clerical involvement in public and technical library services.
9010 Audio Visual Equipment and Instructional 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 100
Operation, use, and care of basic audio visual equipment used in the 
schools.
9012 Introduction to Artwork
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Practical experience in preparation of instructional materials, such 
as bulletin boards, signs, posters, etc. Culmination of this class 
is a file of materials for future personal use compiled by each student.
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9013 Principles of Artwork
Prerequisite: 9012 Contact Hours: 80
Practical experience with a great variety of art methods and media 
utilized in preschool and elementary schools. Most of the course 
work is first-hand involvement and art projects; some brief lecture­
discussion sessions.
9014 Children's Literature 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 30
Overview of the field of literature for children. Course work involves 
lecture-discussion with student participation and practical experience 
in presenting literature to children, i.e. storytelling, storyreading, 
etc.
9015 Office Skills and Practice I
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Use and care of duplication machines and development of materials 
for their use; alphabetical filing; use and care of ten-key adding­
listing machine.
9016 Office Skills and Practice II
Prerequisite: 9015
A continuation of 9015.
Contact Hours: 20
9018 Introduction to Special Education 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 50
Overview of the area of Special Education. Course work centers around 
a text and touches the major types of exceptionality dealt with in 
school systems. Course involves lecture-discussion and observation.
9091 Practicum I 
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
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9092 Practicum II
Prerequisite: 9091 Contact Hours: VAR
Practicum attempts to bring greater relevancy to formal instruction 
through alternating job-like experiences with classroom instruction.
9097 First Aid
Prerequisite: None Contact Hours: 8
American National Red Cross multimedia standard first aid card course.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Missoula Technical Center participates in special programs includ­
ing those sponsored by the Federal Government under the Comprehensive 
Employment Training Act. Details concerning the availability of such 
programs and the qualification for enrollment can be obtained from 
the Director of Federal Programs and Adult and Continuing Education.
For additional information, write or contact:
Director of Federal Programs and Adult and Continuing 
Education
Missoula Technical Center 





STUDENT BILL OF RIGHTS,
RESPONSIBILITIES, AND CONDUCT
TERMS USED
The term "institution" means Missoula Technical Center.
The term "administrator" means those responsible for the operation 
of the institution.
The term "student" includes all persons taking courses at the 
institution both full-time and part-time, pursuing vocational-technical, 
or special programs.
The term "instructor" means any person hired by the institution 
to conduct classroom or counseling activities.
The.term "shall" is used in the mandatory sense.
The term "may" is used in the permissive sense.
All other terms have their natural meaning unless the context 
dictates otherwise.
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
The institution shall be open to all applicants. Under no circum­
stances shall an applicant be denied admission to this institution 
because of race, religion, sex, national origin, political belief, 
age, or previous offense.
1. Previous status at other institutions shall not constitute 
criteria for denial of admission to this institution.
2. Preference for admission shall not be based on economic 
status.
3. Admission will be in accordance with Montana's Law, anyone 
16 years of age or older will be admitted on a first-come, 
first-serve basis.
Freedom of discussion must be protected and expression of views 
must not be inhibited but be within the perimeters of classroom 
activity. The instructor has the responsibility of maintaining a 
classroom environment conducive to the learning of the subject, but 
their authority must not be used solely to suppress the expression of 
views contrary to their own. It is the responsibility of the student 149
to support the instructor's efforts to assure freedom of expression 
and to maintain order.
1. Students are responsible for learning the content of any 
course for which they are enrolled. Instructors shall 
provide for the student every available opportunity for 
the accomplishment of this goal.
2. Requirements of attendance, participation in classroom, 
discussion and submission of written and laboratory or 
shop exercises are not inconsistent with this section.
Evaluation of student performance by instructors shall be based 
upon established proficiency levels. Evaluation shall under no circum­
stances be prejudicial or capricious. Instructors will be expected 
to state course content and objectives at the beginning of each term 
and throughout the term as the need arrises.
CAMPUS EXPRESSION
Discussion and expression of all views within the institution 
shall be limited only by civil and criminal law.
Missoula Technical Center students shall have the right to be 
interviewed on campus by any lawful organization desiring to recruit 
at the institution. Missoula Technical Center students may protest 
against any such organization provided that protest does not interfere 
with any other individual's right to have such an interview, or does 
not interfere with the privilege of the recruiting personnel to hold 
said interview.
CAMPUS ORGANIZATION
Organizations can be established by Missoula Technical Center 
students within the institution for any lawful purpose.
Membership in any campus organization, including those affiliated 
with an extramural organization, shall not be denied because of race, 
creed, sex, economic status, or national origin.
The institution shall make available the use of its facilities 
by members of the institution's community. Facilities may be assigned 
to Missoula Technical Center students for meetings, for special programs, 
and for programs open to the public.
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1. Conditions may be imposed to regulate requests and to 
determine the appropriations of the space assigned to 
Missoula Technical Center students for meetings, special 
programs, programs open to the public, and institution 
scheduled activities.
2. Preference in assignments shall be given to programs 
instituted by Missoula Technical Center.
3. The Board of Trustees shall delegate to the administration 
the authority for the assignment of the facilities.
4. Physical abuse of assigned facilities shall result in 
demands for restitution for damages from the sponsoring 
party or parties.
No Missoula Technical Center student or group may use the institu­
tion's name in purporting to be representative of the institution 
or any of its various organizations or sections without the expressed 
permission of those they wish to represent.
CAMPOS MEDIA
Anyone may distribute extra-curricular leaflets, posters, and 
pamphlets on campus with prior authorization of the director of the 
institution. Authorization for distribution of material shall be 
based solely on existing publicity guidelines and shall be neither 
prejudicial nor capricious.
All institution published and financed communications in which 
editorial comment is included shall explicitly state on the editorial 
page or in broadcast that the opinions expressed are not necessarily 
those of the institution's student government, student body, administra­
tion, or faculty.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
The student government (at MTC) shall be considered as the embodi­
ment of the student representation separate from the institution's 
administration and not a department of the Board of Trustees of Missoula 
Technical Center or any of its legal representatives. It will exist 
at the will of the students with assistance provided in organizing 
by a designate of the Director (faculty advisor).
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STUDENT PARTICIPATION
On questions of institution policy, the Board and its representatives 
shall utilize the advice and assistance of students. The Board alone, 
however, will serve as the'final policy-making body.
On questions in institutions administrative regulations, the 
Director and his/her representatives shall utilize the advice and 
assistance of students. The Director alone, however, will serve as 
the final decision-maker.
STUDENT RIGHTS AND PRIVACY
Missoula Technical Center students shall have the same rights 
of privacy as any other citizen and shall surrender none of these 
rights by becoming members of the institution's community. No inquiry 
shall be made into the private activities of Missoula Technical Center 
students away from the campus, where their behavior is subject to 
regulation and control by public authorities.
STUDENT RECORDS
The privacy and confidentiality of all student records and copies 
of same shall be preserved. Student records, supporting documents, 
and other student files shall be maintained only by regularly employed 
members of the institution's staff employed for that purpose. The 
proper institution officials may maintain files on each of the following:
1. Official academic records
2. Primary and secondary records of discipline proceedings
3. Medical and psychiatric records
4 . Financial aid records
5. Institution security records
6. Placement
No entry shall be made on a student's academic record, and no 
disciplinary or evaluative document or commentary may be placed in 
his file(s) without prior written notice to the student. Any student 
challenging the accuracy of any entry or the presence of any item 
has the right to appeal through the standard grievance procedures.
Access to their records and files is guaranteed every student 
subject only to reasonable institution regulations as to time, place, 
and supervision. A copy of any and all of their records and files 
shall be made available to the student upon request, subject to a 
reasonable charge.
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Except as required by state and federal regulations, no record 
may be kept in relation to any of the following matters except upon 
the expressed written consent of the student:
1. Race
2. Religion
3. Political and social views
4. Sex
5. Membership in any organization other than honorary and pro­
fessional organizations directly related to the educational 
process.
No information in any student's file may be released to anyone, 
except with the prior written consent of the student concerned, or 
as stated below:
1. Members of the faculty, with specifically stated ad­
ministrative, counseling or teaching assignments, may have 
access for internal education purposes as well as necessary 
administrative and statistical purposes.
2. Information as to whether or not a student is currently 
enrolled as a student of Missoula Technical Center may be 
made available upon verbal or written request.
3. The following data may be given any inquirer upon written 
request: program of enrollment, period of enrollment, 
degrees, diplomas or certificates awarded, honors and 
date of completion. Student academic records may be 
released to an educational institution upon the verbal 
request of the student, subject to proper identification.
4. Properly identified officials from federal, state and 
local government agencies may be given the following in­
formation upon request in addition to that in Section 26-C: 
name and address of parents or guardian if student is a 
minor, and any information required under legal compulsion.
Except as required by law, no record may be preserved beyond 
graduation for more than one calendar year except:
1. Academic records subject to the limitations of non-disclosure
2. Placement records
3. Financial records of continuing obligations
4. Disciplinary records restricted to:
a. Nature of offense
b. Action taken
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VIOLATION OF LAW AND INSTITUTION DISCIPLINE
The institution may institute its own proceedings against a student 
who violates a criminal law on campus which is also a violation of 
a published institution regulation.
If a student is arrested, indicted for, or convicted of an off- 
campus violation of law, the matter shall be of no disciplinary concern 
to the institution unless the student is incarcerated and unable to 
comply with academic requirements.
The institution is concerned in behalf of the rights and best 
interest of all students. At the same time, institution personnel 
shall cooperate with law enforcement officers in the legitimate pursuit 
of their duty. Officers are required to inquire at the administrative 
offices for a building administrator and proceed with his cooperation 
in contacting students. A student or students may request an institution 
official be present during questioning. At no time will an administrator 
allow a police officer to take a student from the school building 
without:
1. a warrant
2. a court order
3. an arrest
4. written permission of the student
STUDENT SANCTIONS
The following sanctions may be imposed upon students and shall, 
ordinarily, be administered in sequence.
1. Admonition: an oral statement to a student that they are 
violating or have violated rules.
2. Warning: notice, orally or in writing, that continuation 
or repetition of conduct found wrongful, within a specific 
period of time stated in the warning, may be cause for more 
severe disciplinary action.
3. Censure: a written reprimand for violation with or without 
stipulation regarding forfeiture of privileges, including 
the possibility of more severe disciplinary sanctions in the 
event of a violation of any institution regulation. This 
censure may be imposed by the Admissions Officer.
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4. Restitution: reimbursement for damage to, or mis­
appropriation of, property with written student agreement
of the terms. This may take the form of appropriate service 
or other compensation.
5. Suspension: dismissal from the institution as set forth to 
the student by written notice for a definite period of time, 
no longer than one quarter.
6. Indefinite Suspension: dismissal from the institution as 
set forth to the student, by written notice, without a date 
established for the privilege of applying for readmission. 
Such application is to be reviewed and acted upon by the 
Admissions Officer.
7. Expulsion: permanent or conditional separation from the 
insitution requires action of the Board of Trustees. 
Such action shall be taken on the recommendation of the 
Admissions Officer and Director and his representatives.
The recommendation shall have been preceded by communication 
with the student and Admissions Officer. A written report 
shall be filled in the Admissions Office in the student's 
file stating motivation and justification for the action.
If the Admissions Officer and/or other designated body decides 
that the student(s) should be separated from the institution, it is 
recommended such action be taken through the Admissions Officer, and 
the Director and/or his/her representatives.
Any disciplinary action may be recorded separately in the student's 
file in the Admissions Office.
1. The Admissions Officer and/or other designated body shall 
have the power to delete from the student's file any or 
all disciplinary records.
2. All students shall have the right to show cause before the 
Admissions Officer and/or other designated body as to reasons 
for the deletion from their files any or all disciplinary 
records.
3. Appeals for the deletion of disciplinary records are 
subject to the standard grievance procedures.
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No sanction may be imposed for a violation of any institution 
rule or regulation that has not,been published and been made freely 
available to all students. Responsibility for the publication of 
such regulations shall rest with the administration.
STANDARDS FOR DISCIPLINARY, APPEAL, AND GRIEVANCE PROCEEDINGS
Missoula Technical Center students engaged in disciplinary, griev­
ance, or appeals procedures relative to restitution, suspension, or 
expulsion, shall have the right:
To have a hearing before the procedurally appropriate person 
or body.
To appeal any decision made through appropriate steps to the
Board of Trustees and beyond as established in Section 75-5709, Revised 
Codes of Montana, 1947.
To be given notice in writing of the specific charge against 
them within a reasonable period.
To be given adequate time in which to answer or to prepare a 
defense to such charge.
To appear alone or with any person of their choice to advise 
or assist them.
To refuse to testify or to answer any questions if such testimony 
or answers would tend to incriminate them.
To be confronted with the evidence against them.
To present evidence in their own behalf.
To be confronted by their accuser(s).
To cross-examine their accuser(s) and witnesses appearing against 
them.
To have a copy of the record of the pleadings and proceedings 
provided.
To have an open hearing of their case if they so desire.
To require proof by preponderance of the evidence to be submitted 
by their accuser (s).
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To have penalties imposed that are commensurate with the violation 
charged.
The preceding enumeration of rights shall not be construed to 
deny or disparage others retained by students in their capacity as 
members of the campus community or as citizens of the community-at- 
large .
This Bill of Rights, Responsibilities, and Conduct shall be utilized 
as the guiding institutional rights policy document. All amendments 
to, additions to, or deletions from this document shall be submitted 
for consideration to a review board. This board shall consist of 
two administrators, one faculty employee, and three students annually 
appointed by the Director.
RULES AND REGULATIONS
IDENTIFICATION CARDS
A permanent picture ID Card is issued at the time of the student's 
initial registration. This card will be used as long as the student 
attends Missoula Technical Center.
The ID Card is used for a variety of activities and purposes 
on the campus, i.e. identification, check cashing, admission to events, 
library business, and must be carried at all times. Cards must be 
surrendered when requested by Institution personnel.
The replacement fee for your card, if lost or stolen, is three 
dollars. New ID's will be issued by the Admissions Office.
Remember—your ID Card is a permanent card. DON'T LOSE IT.
PARKING
Parking areas for students are provided near all building sites. 
The site to the east on South Avenue has parking for students to the 
south of Building "A" (west of Building "B"). The site to the west 
on South Avenue has parking for students to the east of Building "C". 
All parking areas are appropriately marked and patroled by local law 
enforcement officers.
Vehicles must be registered, display a parking decal, and be 
appropriately parked in the correct lot if a parking ticket and/or 
a towed away vehicle is to be avoided. Parking decals are to be affixed 
to the front bumper of each vehicle.157
VEHICLE REGISTRATION
During registration a vehicle registration form is provided for 
all students wishing to use Missoula Technical Center parking lots. 
After completing the vehicle registration form a parking decal will 
be issued. Students desiring to register vehicles after registration 
should stop at the Admissions Office for the necessary vehicle registra­
tion form and parking decal.
SMOKING
Because of safety and health regulations, fire hazard, and courtesy, 
smoking is prohibited in classrooms, laboratories, shops, and corridors. 
Identified smoking areas are found in student lounges of the campus 
buildings.
EATING
Because of safety and health regulations, cleanliness, and courtesy, 
eating is prohibited in classrooms, laboratories, shops, and corridors. 
Student lounges in the campus buildings are designated for eating 
purposes.
ALCOHOL
No alcoholic beverage may be brought, possessed, or consumed 
on campus. Persons appearing to be intoxicated are not allowed on 
the campus.
DRUGS
Possession, transportation, and/or the use of any illegal drug 
on the campus is prohibited.
VANDELISM
Defacing, damaging, or maliciously destroying an institution, 
faculty, or student property is prohibited.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND GENERAL INFORMATION
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
Missoula Technical Center has an intramural athletic program. 
This program, including all of its activities, is planned, organized, 
and coordinated by a faculty advisor. Examples of present intramural 
activities are basketball, softball, and volleyball.
CLOTHING AND BOOKS
There is provision for storing unecessary clothing and books 
along corridor walls. It should be cautioned, however, that the method 
of storage does not provide security. This storage space is designed 
for short term storage throughout the day. Any items remaining after 
the day's activities will be taken to lost and found.
ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
A more detailed explanation of evening adult and continuing educa­
tion offerings is provided in another section of the catalog. It 
should be noted, however, that identified evening courses may be taken, 
and if completed sucessfully, satisfy some completion requirements 
for programs offered during the day. Further inquiries concerning 
these courses should be directed to one's advisor and/or the supervisor 
of Adult and Continuing Education.
LOST AND FOUND
Items lost and found are turned in at the Information Desk in 
Building "A" for Buildings "A" and "B" and at the Resource Center 
Extension in Building "C" for Building "C". To recover an item that 
has been lost, identification of that item is required in the form 
of a full description.
COMMUNICATION
Communication with students is accomplished in a number of ways. 
A daily bulletin is read throughout the day in each class. Students 
are asked to respond to items in the bulletin that are applicable 
to them. Each building on the campus has a bulletin board where these 
bulletins are posted. If students missed the reading of the bulletin, 
they are to check these bulletin boards.
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STUDENT ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Students are covered by accident insurance while involved in 
school activities. There is no health insurance. The insurance coverage 
provided by the institution is for accidents only while an individual 
is involved in institution activities. Students not having health 
insurance are encouraged to obtain such insurance coverage.
LOUNGE(S)
Areas are designated as student lounges in each building on campus. 
Student lounges may be used as eating and smoking areas. Because 
of fire hazard and courtesy, smoking and eating are prohibited in 
classrooms, laboratories, and corridors. Every effort should be made 
by all using the lounge areas to keep them as neat and clean as possible.
ADVISING
Each student at Missoula Technical Center is assigned a faculty 
advisor. The advisor will assist students in matriculating through 
their chosen occupational program. Information and assistance regarding 
program requirements, scheduling, drop/add, withdrawal, institution 
policy, institution regulations, and other similar topics will be 
provided by the Advisor.
Additional advisory assistance is provided by the counseling 
staff. Counselors are available to help students with academic and 
personal difficulties, administration and interpretation of personal 
and vocational tests, and life and career planning. A wide variety 
of interest, mental ability, and aptitude tests are available on request 
from a counselor. These tests are designed to assist the student 
in life and career planning.
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ADMINISTRATORS PROFILE
George M. Zellick, MCHS Superintendent: BS, 1949, Oregon State 
University, MEd, 1958, University of Oregon; 25 years in education with 
23 years administrative experience; at MCHS since August, 1970.
Thomas E, Downey, Director: BA, 1955, U of M; MS, 1965, Western Montana 
College; 21 years in education with 11 years administrative experience; 
6 years vocational work experience; at MTC since July, 1968.
William D. Skelton, Assistant Director, Administration: BS, 196.3, 
Eastern Montana College; MEd, 1974, U of M; 13 years in education with 
10 years administrative experience; 8 years vocational work experience; 
at MTC since July, 1968.
Dennis N, Lerum, Assistant Director, Instructional Services: BS, 1966, 
Stout State University; MS, 1966, Stout State University; 10 years in 
education with 4 years administrative experience; 2 years vocational 
work experience; at MTC since August, 1967.
John H. Giese, MCHS Director of Federal Programs: BS, 1961, Northern 
State College; MS, 1967 Northern State College; 15 years in education 
with 8 years administrative experience; 17 years vocational work 
experience; at MCHS since August, 1964.
Jon Pozega, Supervisor of Student Services: BS, 1966, Western Montana 
College; MEd, 1969, U of M; 10 years in education with 6 years adminis­
tration experience; 17 years vocational work experience; at MCHS since 
August, 1964.
James C. Taylor, Supervisor of Placement: BS, 1960, U of M; MEd, 1970, 
U of M; 8 years in education with 5 years administrative experience;
9 years vocational work experience; at MTC since August, 1968.
Charles Cohture, Admissions Officer: BS, 1967, Western Montana College; 
MA, 1969U of M; 8 years in education with 1 year administrative 
experience; at MTC since 1969.
Bruce C■ Moyer, MCHS Supervisor of Data Processing: BS, 1966, Eastern 
Oregon College; MBA, 1970, U of M; 9 years in education with 6 years 
of administrative experience; 2 years vocational work experience; at 
MCHS since July, 1971.
Carl R. Sandell, MCHS Supervisor of Adult and Continuing Education: 
BA, 1968, U of M; 8 years in education with 5 years administrative 




University of Idaho BS 
Northern Montana College 
University of Montana
Alston, John
University of Nevada BS
University of Montana
Altenbrun, Larry
Northern Montana College 
University of Montana BA 
Montana State University
Ammerman, Robert
Montana State University 




Years Work Experience 33
Years Teaching Experience 2
Years at MTC 2
Instructor, General Courses
Years Work Experience 3
Years Teaching Experience 10
Years at MTC 5
Instructor, Office Occupations
Years Work Experience 6
Years Teaching Experience 4
Years at MTC 3
Instructor, Small Engine Repair
Years Work Experience 15
Years Teaching Experience 4
Years at MTC 4
Instructor, Development Center 
General Courses
Northern Montana College Years Work Experience 3
Montana College of Mineral Years Teaching Experience 3
Science and Technology Years at MTC 3
University of Montana BA and MA
Boisvert, William
Montana State University BS 
Northern Montana College BS 
University of Montana MEd
Instructor, Electromechanical
Years Work Experience 28
Years Teaching Experience 8




Brown, Robert W, Instructor, Business Data Processing
Eastern Montana College
Vallejo California








Burger Robert A. Instructor,, Distributive Occupations
Gonzaga University Years Work Experience 18
Denver University Years Teaching Experience 7
Dawson College AA Years at MTC 5
Eastern Montana College BS
Montana State University MS
Northern Montana College 
University of Montana
Burlingame, William K. Instructor, Heavy Equipment Maintenance
Northern Montana College Years Work Experience 32
University of Montana Years Teaching Experience 8
Years at MTC 8
Chase, Alfred L. Instructor, Forestry Technology
University of Massachusetts AS Years Work Experience 11
University of Montana BS Years Teaching Experience 8
& MS Years at MTC 6
Northern Montana College
Oregon State University
Christensen, William Instructor, Distributive Occupations
St. Benedict's College Years Work Experience 2
Northern Illinois University BS Years Teaching Experience 2





Chumrau, Helen Instructor, Office Occupations
University of Montana BS Years Work Experience 7
Northern Montana College Years Teaching Experience 11
Years MTC 7
Dunlap, Felix Instructor, Distributive Occupations
(Hotel/Motel)
New York State University Years Work Experience 22
Magic Valley Christian College AA Years Teaching Experience 8
Idago State University Years at MTC 4




Frangos, Mona B. Instructor, Developmental Center
~ ~ Operating Room Technician
Health Occupations
Office Occupations
Purdue University BS Years Work Experience 28
Eastern Connecticut College Years Teaching Experience 12
University of Montana Years at MTC 6
Geer, Janice Instructor, Health Occupations
Texas Christian University BS Years Work Experience 2%
Pacific University Years Teaching Experience 5
University of Montana Years at MTC 1
Haberlock, Lyle Instructor, Heavy Truck Maintenance
Years Work Experience 13
Years Teaching Experience 1





Northern Montana College 
University of Montana
Instructor, Food Service
Years Work Experience 12
Years Teaching Experience 5
Years at MTC 2Jj
Ibsen, Norma P.
University of Montana
Columbus Hospital School of
Nursing (R. N. Diploma)
Seattle University BS 
Northern Montana College 
Montana State University
Kenyon, James P.





Years Work Experience 12
Years Teaching Experience 6
Years at MTC 6
Instructor, Heavy Equipment Operation
Years Work Experience 12
Years Teaching Experience 1
Years at MTC 1
Instructor, Office Occupations
Years Work Experience 10
Years Teaching Experience 9
Years at MTC 7
Krumsick, Roma M. Instructor, Health Occupations
University of Utah 
University of Michigan BS 
Fresno State College 
Colorado State College 
University of Montana 
Northern Montana College 
Montana State University
Years Work Experience 40
Years Teaching Experience 17




Lassila, Barbara Librarian, Resource Center
Saint Olaf College BA Years Work Experience 2
University of Minnesota Years Teaching Experience 13
University of Montana MA Years at MTC 7
Northern Montana
Lizotte, James Instructor, Small Engine Repair
Heavy Truck Maintenance
Heavy Equipment Maintenance
Stout State University BS Years Work Experience 2
Stout State University MS Years Teaching Experience 8
Northern Montana College Years at MTC 1
Logan, Charles D. Instructor, Aviation
Northern Montana College Years Work Experience 30
Oregon State University Years Teaching Experience 6
University of Montana Years at MTC 6
MacDonald, William Z. Instructor, Forestry Technology
University of Southern Illinois Years Work Experience 9
University of Montana BA & MS Years Teaching Experience 12
Northern Montana College Years at MTC 7
MacPherson, Thea Instructor, Educational Aide
University of Montana 1BS Years Work Experience 16
Years Teaching Experience 14
Years at MTC 1
Manley, Larry P.
Northern Montana College
Instructor, Heavy Highway Construction
Years Work Experience 16
Years Teaching Experience 3





Montana College of Mineral
Science and Technology 
University of Montana BA & MA
Years Work Experience 12
Years Teaching Experience 5
Years at MTC 5
Mielke, Susan B. Instructor, Developmental Center
University of Montana BA
University of Colorado
Idaho State University




Years Work Experience 4
Years Teaching Experience 17
Years at MTC 8
Morris, Carol J.
Morger, Ann Instructor, Office Occupations
University of Montana BA 
Montana State University MS 
University of Wyoming 








Instructor, Office Occupations 
(Legal and Medical Options)
Northern Montana College 
University of Montana 
Columbis Basin College 
Idago State College
Years Work Experience 23
Years Teaching Experience 6
Years at MTC 4
Oechsli, Alice Counselor
San Diego College for Women BA 
University of Montana MA 
Northern Montana College
Years Work Experience 3
Years Teaching Experience 3





University of Montana BA
University of Montana MF
Instructor, Forestry Technology
Years Work Experience 33s
Years Teaching Experience 2
Years at MTC 2
Pease, Marilyn Instructor, Distributive Occupations
Hamline University
Montana State University BS & 
MS
Eastern Montana College
Years Work Experience 5
Years Teaching Experience 4
Years at MTC 1
Schweitzer, Winifred Instructor, Office Occupations
University of Montana BA 
Portland State University 
Northern Montana College
Years Work Experience 18
Years Teaching Experience 7
Years at MTC 7
Schultze, Lois
Hunter College
Bellevue School of Nursing 
(Nursing Diploma)
Georgian Court College
Trenton State College BA 
Rutgers
University of Montana
Northern Montana College 
Montana State University
Stewart, Roy H.
University of Nevada 
San Francisco Junior College 
Hastings College of the Law 
George Washington University 
University of Buffalo 
Northern Montana College 
University of Montana
Instructor, Health Occupations
Years Work Experience 25
Years Teaching Experience 13
Years at MTC 7
Instructor, Aviation
Years Work Experience 37
AA Years Teaching Experience 14






Western Montana College 
University of Montana BS 
Northern Montana College
Instructor, Office Occupations
Years Work Experience 3
Years Teaching Experience 2
Years at MTC 2
Surratt, Ellis K. Instructor, Electromechanical
Rocky Mountain College Years Work Experience 25
University of Maryland Years Teaching Experience 5
American International College Years at MTC 5
Northern Montana College BS & MS
University of Montana
Thornton, Mary
University of North Dakota BS 
University of Montana
Tiensvold, Lyle
Northern Montana College BS 
University of Montana
Instructor, Office Occupations
Years Work Experience 2
Years Teaching Experience 5
Years at MTC 1
Instructor, Combination Welding
Years Work Experience 14
Years Teaching Experience 8




University of Montana MEd
Instructor, General Courses
Years Work Experience 17
MS Years Teaching Experience 14
Years at MTC 7
Simms, Arlyn Instructor, Heavy Equipment Operation
Northern Montana College Years Work Experience 17
Years Teaching Experience 5





University of Montana 
University of Neveda 
Northern Montana College
Instructor, Business Data Processing
Years Work Experience 8
Years Teaching Experience 9





Instructor, Office Occupations 
General Courses
Years Work Experience 9
Years Teaching Experience 5
Years at MTC 3
Woodard, Malcolm Instructor, Business Data Processing
University of Washington BS &
MS
University of Florida 
Tennessee Temple Seminary 
Ohio State University 
University of Michigan 
University of California at
Los Angeles
University of Montana
Years Work Experience 18
Years Teaching Experience 12
Years at MTC 3
Woodbury, Carolyn Instructor, Office Occupations
University of Minnesota BS
University of Montana 
Northern Montana College
Years Work Experience 3
Years Teaching Experience 10
Years at MTC 6
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ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
GENERAL INFORMATION
Adult and Continuing Education at Missoula Technical Center, 
though housed in the Center, does not generally operate on the same 
calendar as the Center. This has been done to make participation 
more convenient for adults in the community.
Opportunities are provided through Adult and Continuing Education 
for self fulfillment, upgrading of skills, updating of knowledge, 
pursuit of special interests, and general educational development 
in areas not commonly offered on the university campus. Courses 
vary with respect to objectives, length, cost and degree of proficiency 
desired. Courses can be organized when twelve or more people of 
the community express an interest in specific non-scheduled courses. 
Adult anph-Continuing Education is administered through the Administra­
tion Office located in MTC's main building (Building "A"). Registration 
is facilitated and information is made available from this office.
ADMISSION
Admission is open to any person sixteen years of age or older 
provided class space is available and fees are paid. Space limitations 
dictate restricted registration for some classes. ■ Special registration 
may apply in some cases.
REGISTRATION
The Adult and Continuing Education calendar is divided into 
four quarters—Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summer. Registration for 
specific classes is usually accepted during a four week period immedi­
ately preceding the start of a quarter. Announcements of starting 
dates are made through the news media, brochures, and lines of communi­
cation available through business, industry, labor, and special agencies 
in the community. Details are available through the Adult and Contin­
uing Education Office at MTC.
People who plan to participate in any class are urged to register 
in advance of starting dates because of factors that may limit class 
size. In the event that the number registered by the second meeting 
of the class is not adequate to warrant continuance of the class, the 
administration reserves the right to terminate the class. Registration 
is not encouraged after the second meeting of the class unless the class 
is structured for continuing enrollment. In order to make registration 
as convenient as possible three methods are provided. Prospective 
participants may register in person, by mail, or by telephone. However, 
registrations are accepted in the order received. Ocasionally those 
who register by mail are disappointed. Waiting lists are maintained 
for very popular classes as a service to the student.
SCHOOL TERMS
The Adult Education program operates on a four term schedule. 
Most subjects are offered on a single-term basis and may be offered 
during ensuing terms. Courses may be offered in a series with registra­
tion of a particular phase at the start of each term. Usually classes 
meet for three hours per night, one night per week over a ten week 
period for a total of thirty hours of instruction.
Continuing Education classes frequently exceed the thirty hour 
unit for ten weeks and may extend for over four years. However, 
in most cases fees are payable quarterly.
CLASS SCHEDULE
Most Adult and Continuing Education classes meet evenings from 
7-10 p.m. Occasionally a class may meet on Saturdays. Schedules 
are flexible and may change for the convenience of the participants 
and instructor or because of space and equipment availability.
REGISTRATION FEES
Fees for registration vary with hours of instruction schedules 
and the type of course. Generally, the registration fee for the 
thirty-hour unit will be no less than ten dollars ($10) with the 
costs of supplies and/or texts identified separtely. All fees are 
payable in advance and are collected through the Adult and Continuing 
Education Office at the main MTC building.
BOOKS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Participants are responsible for required books, small tools, 
and supplies. The MTC bookstore is usually open evenings and tries 
to stock necessary books and supplies. In some cases a total fee 
is charged that covers supplies; other supplies may be purchased 
locally. The MTC bookstore has limited supplies available for the 




No certificate program is offered through Adult and Continuing 
Education as an entity. However, the program does make provision 
for credit to be applied to other programs. Cooperation with those 
programs accepting credit from Adult and Continuing Education offerings 
permits students to satisfy requirements for some MTC regularly sched­
uled daytime certificated programs.
For more information concerning evening classes satisfying daytime 
program requirements, contact the Supervisor of Adult and Continuing 
Education and/or the MTC Admissions Officer.
HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT
A high school may elect to grant credit for courses completed. 
Courses are scheduled in the areas of mathematics, English, social 
science, and science and are structured to meet the needs of individual 
participants in a highly flexible program and operated in cooperation 
with local high school administrators. The program is unique in 
that each participant is helped to design a completion program that 
meets his specific needs. People who are interested in this program 
are urged to contact the Adult and Continuing Education Office.
POSTSECONDARY CREDIT
Some courses available through Adult and Continuing Education 
parallel instruction that is offered in regular MTC programs. Arrange­
ment for credit in these classes can be made at registration time 
for Adult and Continuing Education courses. Good working relationships 
are maintained between the daytime and evening programs.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Adult and Continuing Education is involved in many special programs. 
These programs, usually federally funded, are designed to meet special 
training needs not generally met in regular on-going programs. Although 
some programs last a year, most programs vary in length from a few 
weeks to a few months. Sponsoring agencies include Comprehensive 
Employment Training, Office of Economic Opportunity, Vocational Rehabili­
tation, Montana State Employment Service and the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs.
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A need must be demonstrated before these programs can be initiated. 
Usually instructors are hired for a particular program. Special services 
in the areas of curriculum coordination and development, advice on 
instruction and counseling are provided by the faculty. Program partic­
ipants are considered to be regular students in the institution and 
afforded all normal privileges.
COURSES AVAILABLE
Courses are listed in this section to reflect the scope of Adult 
and Continuing Education. The' listing is not intended as a firm schedule. 
Final scheduling is for for the convenience of the community being 
served. Courses are constantly added.
ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION CLASSES







Accounting I, II, III














Basic Sewing with Knits
Advanced Sewing with Knits 
Tailoring Men's Clothing 
Tailoring Women's Clothing 
Cake Decorating 174
TECHNICAL





Basic Arc Welding 
Intermediate Arc Welding 
Advanced Arc Welding 
Oxyacetylene Welding 




Creating with Wood 
Waiter-Waitress Training 
Architectural Drafting 
Basic Concepts of Pharmacology 
X-Ray Room Procedures 
Basic Anatomy and Physiology 
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Mansfield Library Places Native News Project on ScholarWorks 
Every issue of the School of Journalism’s Native News Project is now available online and 
keyword-searchable in ScholarWorks (https://scholarworks.umt.edu/nativenews_asc/) 
courtesy of UM’s Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library and its ScholarWorks service. The issues 
were digitized from physical print copies held by the Native News Project faculty and the 
library’s Archives and Special Collections.  
“I’m thrilled to be able to make this publication more widely available to UM students 
and the general public,” said Hannah Soukup, UM’s oral history curator. “Since the publication 
was uploaded in November 2019, it has been downloaded almost 100 times by users all over 
the world including users at Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt in Germany. The 
most popular issue to date is the 2017 ‘In Their Hands,’ which explores the evolution and 
current state of tribal self-governance on each of the reservations.” Native News complements 
other collections of UM student publications on ScholarWorks 
(https://scholarworks.umt.edu/umpubs/), such as the Forestry Kaimin, Montana Kaimin, and 
the Black Student Union yearbook, Watani. 
The Montana Native News Honors Project is an annual publication that is reported, 
photographed, edited, and designed by students in the University of Montana’s School of 
Journalism. Each year, reporter / photographer teams of students travel to Montana’s seven 
Indian reservations to investigate and document how news trends affect the state’s indigenous 
population with in-depth stories, photographs, and videos. They also issues affecting the state’s 
urban Indians, The stories appear in the nationally distributed Montana Native News tabloid, 
which was first published in 1992 as a stand-alone, special report. 
“The School of Journalism began the Native News Project after observing that issues of 
concern to the state's Native Americans were not being covered in-depth by the news media. 
We wanted to look closely at the history, culture and social issues that shape the lives of 
Montana's 12 Indian tribes and make certain their voices and experiences were represented,” 
said Professor Emeritus Carol Van Valkenburg, who started the project. “Also, we recognized 
that most of our students had too little experience reporting on people who were not like them 
and had little insight into the state's largest minority population. Our Native students in the 
course helped direct the students' research and introduced them to sources who helped shape 
their stories.” 
Van Valkenburg noted, “What started as a print-only publication has expanded into a 
printed tabloid and a multimedia online project that includes stories, photographs, and short 
documentary films. The graduates of the class over the last three decades have improved 
coverage of Native issues in the region as they took jobs in the professional media.”  
To read the Montana Native News Project issues, visit 
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/nativenews_asc/. To learn more about the project, visit 
https://jour.umt.edu/student-projects/native%20news.php, or contact the current instructors 
for the Native News Project, Jason Begay and Jeremy Lurgio, both of whom also worked on the 
project during their time as students at UM. 
